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The problem with, which this thesis is coneerned is tha o

alyzin nd comparing the fugal writing and contrapuntal style

Of J. 0. Bach in the fugue expositions of W -Tempere4

Clvirand thatof Paul Hndmith in the fugue expositionsof

the gll s. This comparison is made on the bassOf a

comprehensive analysis ofthe fugal expositions both ol-

lections of fugues mentioned ( e -S edC.Uvieg by Bah

and the J g To is by Hindemith).

Chapter I includes a discussion of the careers and compo-

sitional teehniques of Bach and aindenith. An emphasis is placed

on a comparison of Bach's fugal writing with that of s immediate

predecessors (composers of the seventeenth and early egkteh

6et ies who were writing in the fugal ayle) and on a comparison

Of Hindemiths theory of tonality, as expressed in The C

Somgsition, with that of the traditional harmoniceaon-

cept of Bach's day.

Chapter U deals witthe evolution of the fugal concept.

In this chapter, imitative forms ofo imposition which gradually

evolved toward the fugue are traced from their very early begin-

rungs through the siXteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth,
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and twentieth centuries. Emphasis is placed on the fugal form

that Bach used and on Hindemith's neo-Baroque approach to fugal

writing in the twentieth century.

In Chapters III and IV, analyses are made of the exposi-

tions in the f orty.eight fugues of Bach's 1-Tempered Clavier

and Hindemith's al .There is a discussion of the

number of voices, order of entries", order of statements of the

theme, key relationships, and redundant entries. Also discussed

In these chapters are the beginning and ending notes of the

Subject, a change in tonality of the subject range and length

of the subjects. There is, further, a discussion of the real

and tonal answers and the reasons for the use of a tonal answer,

recurring countersubjet, iAvertible counterpoint, interludes,

length of the exposition, and the cadences at the end of the

fugue expositions.

in Chapter V the fugal writing of Bach, as demonstrated in

the fugue expositions of The l-empered lale r, and that of

Hindemith, as demonstrated in the fugue expositions of the 

onal are compared. This comparison of these two styles of

ugal writing shows the two composers' techniques and procedures

to be very much alike except in indemith's expanded concept of

tonality. Although Bach's set of fugues has set a standard for

this type of writing, Hindemith has shown that this old form is

still capable of being used with originality when adapted to

twentieth-century practices.

pkø
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CHAPTER I

BACH AND HINDEMITH--A DISCUSSION OF CAREERS

AND OF COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES

Johann Sebastian Bach

In the year 1685, Johann Sebastian Baoh was born in

Iisenach, Germany. The name Bach belonged to a long line

of musicians who strove to elevate the art of musio. For

nearly two hundred years there had been organists and com-

posers in the family. Johann Sebastian Bach's student life

ended when he was eighteen, and he began his career as a

musician. Until the year of 1703, Bach had composed very

little, but he then began to teach himself the art of compo-

sition. He chiefly derived his knowledge from studying the

works of the greatest masters of his time, some of whom were

Bruihns, Reinken, Buxtehude, Frescobaldi, Froberger, Kerll,

Pachelbel, Strunk, Behm, and Fischer. He studied this music

by copying their scores, in this way becoming familiar with

the styles of the foremost composers of France, Germany,

Austria, and Italy. Being well acquainted with the fugal

writing of his predecessors, Bach combined their styles of

writing and techniques and was able to present the fugue as

'Donald Jay Grout, Histof 9 Western jMus (New York,
1960), p. 383.

1
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a perfected art form. In his fugaes, Bach ."revealed the ideal

towards which all previous efforts had been tending."2

During the seventeenth century, the harmonic basis of

music had changed. Tonality rather than modality had become

the basis of music. Before Bach's time, the terms Imitation,

, and fHgue were many times the source of confusion, the

three terms often being indiscriminately applied to all imi-

tative compositions. But with the establishment of harmonic

theory, the terms Imitation, oanon, and M found their fixwl

distinction. The casual application of the laitative manner,

was termed Imitation, and the strict application of this manner

Was called canon. The term , represented the combination

of procedures by which the imitative manner was used in order to

state and restate, tonally establish, develop, and re-establish

thematic material. 4

The final perfection of the fugue, as well as of all the
other large musical forms characteristic of the late
Baroque, was inseparable from the full development of
the major-minor system of tonality with its hierarchy of
keys, which made possible a systematic use of key sela-
tionships in the musical design of long movements.

Equal temperament, a method of keyboard tuning better

suited to key changes than the meantone tuning of the modes,

2 George Oldroyd, The Teohnigue and p-irit o F u~ue (London,
1948), p. 13.

Leon Stein, Str re ad Style (vanston, Illinois, 1962),
p. 121.

-Alfred anns, The Study of Fugue (New Brunswick, New Jersey,
1958), p. 72.

5Grout, 2p. . si., p. 344.
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began to gain wider acceptance. By the end of the seventeenth

century the idea of a fugue which was thematically unified,

richer in episodic development, and based on clear key rela-

tionships had almost entirely replaced the old ricercare, which

was the immediate forerunner of the fugue as Bach knew it.

The definition of fugue at the time of Bach, as stated by

Bikofzer, is as follows: the fugue Was a contrapuntal procedure

in which the subject and answer were stated in tonic and dominant

respectively. It comprised a number of contrapuntal devices,

such as double counterpoint, augmentation, diminution, inversion,

stretto, cancrizans motion, mirroring, etc., which were, however,

optional. The one formal feature that all fugues had in common

was continuous expansion, realized in a chain of fugal exposition.

However, the number of departures and their tonal order varied.

This is the reason why there is such variety of fugue form, and

why none of the Bach fugues follows exactly the same pattern.6

Bach is often said to have developed a unique style of his

own, even though it is known that he employed the techniques,

and .styles of his predecessors. "He attained an eminence ln

eighteenth-century harmonic polyphony equal to that achieved

by Palestrina in modal counterpoint."7  Bach took the fugal

technique of his day and developed it into the highest con-

trapuntal form possible. The British theorist and writer,

6xanfred F. Bukofzer, Music in the Bar Bra (New York,
1947 ), p. 62

7naurice Lieberman, Creative Conterpoint (Boston, 1966),
p. 4.
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Edward Bairstow, outlines what he feels are the outstanding

features in the fugues of Bach which put them into a class of

their own.

He saw that to use a countersubject throughout a
fugue, or even to introduce it in the ourse of a fugue,
so long as it continues to have a prominent place in the
structure to the end, gives a double interest, and pro-
vides more material to work upon.

His economy, that is, his amazing power of making
use of every bit of his original material, binds his
structure into one indivisible whole. Every single note
contributes to the coherence and unity of the work.

He discovered that the episode could lengthen and
broaden out the form and avoid monotony, and his great
imagination helped him to write episodes, not so long
that his hearers would forget the subject, but long
enough to what their appetites for it when it reappears.

Finally, and most important of all, his technique
was so subconscious that his mind could dwell undis-
tracted on the main object of all musio--the expression
of human feeling. 8 His fugues are amazing in the variety
of their emotions.

Bach did not adhere exactly to the same pattern of writing

in any of his fugues. He made The.Well-Temered Clavier the

culmination of all previous types of fugue. Bach strongly

emphasized the monothematic fugue in his writing. The com-

bination of a prelude (or tooata, fantasia) and a fugue was

a characteristic practice of the late Baroque.

One of Bach's first acts of composition was to select a

number of concertos written for the violin by Vivaldi and set

them for the harpsichord. This exercise made him understand

how ideas are worked out, their connection with each other,

the sequence of modulations, and several other points, better

than he had understood before. Then he turned to the works of

8Edward Bairstow, gte Evolution of Musll Form (London,
1943), p. 69.
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the best composers for the clavier and organ of that time*. The

diligent study and imitation of them gradually sharpened his

understanding and his judgment.9

Bach soon began to find that his life at Arnstadt was too

small and confined for his desires. He was therefore glad to

accept the post of organist at St. Blasias, fhlhausen, near

Eisenach, when it was offered to him in 1707. When he had been

in ?Ihlhausen for one year, Bach received an invitation to play

before Duke Wilhelm Ernst of SaxeWeimar. Duke Wilhelm was so

much impressed with Bach's ability that he immediately offered

him the post of Court organist. A wider opportunity now came

to Johann Sebastian Bach. He was now able to devote a great

deal of time to composition, and he at once began to write

those masterpieces for the organ which have made his name so

famous .10

In 1714 Duke Wilhelm raised Bach to the position of coea

ductor of the orchestra. Bach visited the principal towns to

give performances on the organ and clavier, and in a few years

he gained a great reputation both as player and composer. In

1717 Bach was appointed Kapellmeister to Prince Leopold of

Anhalt-Cbthen.

Perhaps no man ever led a more crowded life, though out-

wardly it was uneventful and similar to that of many successful

9Johann Nicolaus Forkel, "On Johann Sebastian Bach's Life,
Genius, and Works," The Bach Reader, edited by Hans T. Davidand Arthur Mendel (Nw York, T9233 p. 351.

10*Ibid.P.30)
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musicians of his time in Germany.11 He never had an idle

moment. "Bach was not only a colossus of a composer; he was

the musician's highest example of a teacher, for he was a

clear-minded scholar, a progressive thinker. 1 2

After he had spent six years at the Court in Cthen,

Bach began to realize that although he had plenty of leisure

for studying, he did not have the scope he desires for his

art. Because Bach was so poorly known, he never obtained the

positions he really wanted. However, a wider opportunity came

to Bach when he was appointed director of music in the churches

of St. Thomas and St. Nicholas in Leipzig, and cantor of the

Thomasschule in the same town. This marks the last stage of

his career, for he retained these posts until the time of his

death.

The Art of Fugue, composed in 1749-50 and left unfinished

at Bach's death, is a demonstration of all types of fugal writing,

in which the most difficult contrapuntal devices are handled with

masterful ease.13 Before the Art of ould be finished,

Bach became totally blind. This misfortune was due in part to

the great strain which he had always imposed upon his eyes in

writing out his own music and in copying out large works of

the older masters. But Bach continued to work to the very last,

in spite of his affliction. On July 28, 1750, Bach died.

Grout, P.l gft., p. 382.

12 0ldroyd, . gjl., p. 7.

13Grout, 9. * fl., P. 393.
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At its best Bach's music is at the summit of the art.
Bach could use formulae of the day and make them sound
fresh and original, because they were his formulae. The
forty-eight preludes and fugues of The Well-Temepred
Clavier are as ifferent from one another as are the
Chopn"Etudes,

The continuing vitality of his music is . . . due to
. . . the qualities of the music itself; the concen-
trated and individual themes, the . . . musical invention,
the balance between harmonic and contrapuntal forces, the
strength of rhythm, the clarity of form, . . . the in-
tensity of expression always controlled by a ruling
architectural idea, and the technical perfection of
every detai. 15

There were only a few of Bach's works that were in printed

form which served to influence the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth-century composers. Most of Bach's organ and harp-

slohord music remained unknown until the appearance of the

Bachgesellschaft edition in the second half of the nineteenth

century. The most important collection of his works that ha4

been printed earlier was the first book of The We_1-Tempered

Clavier,. which alone-served to establish Bach as the model for

fugue writing.16

It often happens in the history of the arts that a genius

far in advance of his time is given recognition only after his

death. In Bach's case the picture is somewhat different. In

his own time his music was frequently considered not overly

modern, but antiquated. Yet to later generations it has proved

14Harold C. 8chonberg, The Lives of the Great Composers
(New York, 1970), p. 26.

iGrout, cit., p. 400.

16F . E Kirby, &hort History of' Keboard Musl (New York,
1966), p. 141.
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to be an inexhaustible source of inspiration, a vital force

within man's musical heritage.

Paul Hindemith

The early years of the twentieth century saw a few com-

posers deliberately look back rather than forward. One of

these was Paul Hindemith and his evocation of the Baroque.

If there ever was a musician's musician it was Paul Hindemith.

He had perfect pitch, was a professional violinist and violist,

a good pianist, could play almost every instrument in the

orchestra, was a good musicologist, could compose with great

facility, and had an overwhelming knowledge of music.17

Hindemith was born in Hanau, Germany, on November 16,

1895, and he lived a richly productive life until he died in

Berlin December 28, 1963. Hindemith represented the neo-Baroque

approach,1 8 both in his music and in his life style.

He worked in old classic forms--fugue, sonata, suite--
and produced an enormous quantity of music, Just as the
Baroque composers did. . . . Like the Baroque composers,
he adopted a utilitarian, practical view toward music,
which had its roots in the great German tradition of Bach
through Beethoven. 9

Hindemith was not only a typically German composer who, re-

created his heritage in twentieth-century terms, but also one

who added to his heritage with a synthesis of many aspects of

it, so that he emerges as the last great bearer of a tradition

t78ceh6nberg, g9. gfl., gp.528.

18.bld p . 529.

1 9 Ibid.

I
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stretching back to the days of the early Baroque. "The spirit

of eighteenth-century music is often evoked in Hindemith's work,

particularly in its insistence upon strong metric drive, its

feeling for tonal center, and its heavy reliance upon contra-

puntal techniquew.20

In his youth, Hindemith was an avant-gardist, and his

severe, dissonant musio was never really close to the public's

heart, even though his great talent was recognized almost

immediately. On the whole, he was more admired by profes-

sionals than by the public, for professionals respond to raft,

and Hindemith was one of the century's greatest craftsmen and

most learned musicians.

Hindemith's musio was a model of workmanship in the main-

stream of Baroque and Classic German music. Bach was probably

the composer to whom Hindemith was closest. Hindemith was an

academician and, working academically, he put his mark on the

music of the twentieth century. He showed that the German

tradition was not exhausted and that it had vitality when

properly approached. The old forms were generally Hindemith's

means of expression. But those forms did not sound old as

treated by Hindemith. In his Craft of, Muslal Composition,

Hindemith explains his theory of music.* "The intervals embedded

in the tonal raw material which nature has made ready for musical

use consist of an infinite number of tones.N21 Into this tonal

20Barney Childs and Slliot Schwartz, editors, Contemporary
9om2Osers on Contemporary Musio (New York, 1967), PJ8WV

2t Paul Hindemith, The Craft of. Musical Composition. Book I
(London, 1945), p. 15.
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mass a certain order can be introduced by the use of the un-

changeable measures of the octave and the fifth. Nature has

put at our disposal a whole series of intervals. 2 2 These are

represented in the overtone series, Hindemith believes that

music will always take its departure from the major triad and

return to it. How great the span can be between triads is

left up to the composer. Hindemith's method is founded upon

the twelve-note chromatic scale, and it is his belief that

certain notes of the chromatic scale are paramount in all

combinations.2 3  The order in which the twelve tones of the

chromatic scale diminish in degree of relationship to the

given tone is shown in what Hindemith calls Series I (Figure

I). "The values of the relationships established in that

series will be the basis for the understanding of the con-

nection of tones and chords, the ordering of harmonic pro-

gressions, and accordingly the tonal progress of compositions."24

To a given tone, the tone an octave higher stands in
so close a relationship that one can hardly maintain a
distinction between the two. The tone which is only a
fifth higher than the given tone is the next most closely
related, and there follow in order the fourth, the major
sixth, the major third, the minor third, and so on. As
the distance from the given tone increases in this series,
the relationship diminishes, until, in the tones that stand
at the interval of the augmented fourth or diminished fifth,
it can hardly be felt at all. This value-order gf the
relationships is valid under all circumstanoes.

221bid.
2 3MArion M. Scott, *Paul Hindemith," oGrove's Diotionar f

?usic and Musicians, Vol. IV, 5th ed., edited by eri3lomee
TNiFRYork, 1954), p. 288.

24Hndemith, R. _ g., p. 56.

251biA.wp. 54.
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ig.i--Series I, Hndemith, he Craft of Mus
2-p20itlon.

Just as the tone-relations are arranged in descending

order of valuz in , Hindemith als believes that the

intervals have a natural order, which he calls Series II

(Figure 2). ,* U evaluates the distances between the

various tones and. not the relationship of each tone to the

tonal center, as does SeriesII. s U i an attempt to

establish the roots of intervals. Hindemith believes that all

intervals have roots except the tritone. In S U, 'har-

monio force is strongest in the intervals at the beginning of

the series, and diminishes towards the end, while melodic force

is distributed Li just the opposite order. The octave and

the tritone come at the beginning and end of this series. There

is an essential difference between chords containing a tritone

and those not containing one. Therefore, j is divided

into two groups; Group A includes all chords that have no tri-

tone and Group B includes all ohords containing a tritone.

Hindemith believes that every ohord, with only a few excep-

tions, has a root. To find the root, the best interval of the

ohord must be found and evaluated according to the values of

Series -

bid., p. 88.
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n g. 2--SerIes , Hindenmith The Craft of music
ompostIon

- Hlnderth'8 Table of Chord-Groups (Igure 3) classIfIes

all chords acrordIng to heIr Importanoe. He places all

possIble chords Into one of six groups in order of theIr

diiminIshing value. A chord of Gzoup I w ll always try to act

as a tonal center for chords of lower value.

Table of Chord-Groups

A Chorde without Tritone

Without eond or sevenths

ARoo and oae tone a tdentnta

2. loot toe ove the bsa toeno

B Chords containing Tritono

Without minor condo or major 'eventhe

a With minor seventh only (no major oocond
Root and boo Otne at Idnatica

b Containing major seconds or minor aevonths or both

1. loot and boa ton ae imetical

2. lootn es atove t hos tens

S mt'nnteing moe wn n ctome

Ill CoMaining rCond or Aeventho or both IV Containing minor ronidp or maoor enthe or both

)l or more truio o ufordinte

Root And bod no tea dentitalo Root tO brnbtu e ate idntinot

V

2. kI khoeabone tbe Wite la" R oot tea abote te bor tom

V In~noieO~ deteftninate. Tlane prrdominstins

AI& 3-aloChord-Groups, indemith, C raftof

MIusIcal COmp on.io
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The intensification of the root-relations of a cadence

progression determines the tonal center, and Hindemith em-

phasizes the importance of the final chord in the cadence.

"Even in root-sucoessions which would ordinarily be indeter-

minate, the final tone in the cadence is so strong that it

becomes the tonal center."27  The repetition of a root or the

surrounding tones determines a tonal center. It is only when

these two factors do not offer a possible solution that the

interval values determine the tonal center. Aooording to

Hindemith, "the tone-groups contained in a melodic line are

governed by the same laws that rule tonal combinations of

primarily harmonic significance."28

As is demonstrated in The Graft of Musical ioositn,

Hindemith evolved a harmonic and melodic language of his own.

Any phrase that he wrote can instantly be recognized as his.

"He evolved a tonal system based on the natural laws of sound,

on the fundamental note and its overtone series.*2 9

When Hindemith's studies at the Frankfort Conservatory,

had ended, he Joined the orchestra of the Frankfort Opera, and

became its concertmaster in 1915, retaining that post for the

next eight years. During this period he distinguished himself

in another direction. In 1921 Hindemith helped found the

Amar Quartet, which made a specialty of performing the works

27Ibid., p. 138.
28 bid., p.183.

2 98oh6nberg, a. Q t., p. 530.
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of modern composers, propagandizing for this music throughout

Germany. He remained its violist and guiding spirit until

1929, and for .it he wrote the tirpst of his important chamber-

music works. The winning of the mendelssohn Prize for his

First String Quartet first drew attention to his creative

talent.

The performance of two insignificant one-act operas in

Stuttgart in June, 1921, marked his debut as a composer.'0

These operas did not make much of an impression, but per-

formances of other works were more successful. In August,

1921, Hindemith's Second String Quartet, written for the

Amar Quartet, was introduced by that organization at the

Donaueschingen Festival. The work was very well received.

His music continued to be performed with mounting success.

"With the triumph of his opera Cardillac at the Dresden Opera

in November, 1926, he became the most important composer to

emerge in Germany after World War

"Hindemith became one of the most celebrated musical

figures in pre-Hitler Germany, second in fame only to .

Richard Strauss."32 His fame did not save him from the Nazis,

however, as he would not dance to their tune. Hindemith was

rejected because he was married to a Jewess, had made record-

ings with Jews, and had refused to break his associations with

30 Milton Cross and David Ewen, Encyclopedia of the Great
Composers and Their Music (Garden City, New Jersey, 19537.

311bi4,

32bidg., p. 388.
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famous Jewish musicians. The Nazis also found Hindemith's

musie unacceptable, since progressive tendencies in all art

were Undesirable. There were also some specific objections

to Hindemith's works in particular.

n the upheaval that took place in 1933 with the
assumption of power by the Nazis, an upheaval which
overturned all existing values of the civilized world,Hindemith suddenly became persona non gata. he new
rules regarded him as a degenerateifluencen.3e

Hindemith could stay in Germany no longer. In an atmosphere

charged with malice and hate, the first phase of his career

came to a close. It had been a richly productive phase.

After Hindemith had left his native land he went to Turkey,

where he had been invited by the government to assist in the

rehabilitation of musical life. That assignment took him more

than a year and was completed with skill and success. Then* in

1939, on an invitation from Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge, Hindemith
came to America. He became head of the music department at

Yale University in 1942 and an American citizen in 1946.

Hindemith entered the second phase of his career, and it

proved to be no less successful and productive than the first.

He made America his permanent home, enriching its musical life
with his activities as composer, teacher (at Yale University),

theorist, historian, conductor, and violist. The emotional,

upheaval in changing his country, language, and environment,

was not reflected in his music.

As a theoretician, Hindemith was the author of some
valuable and provocative books.* The same intelligence that

.33ll,q Pe 386.

I



made Hindemith one of the finest teachers and theoreticians of

our day is present in his musio. It was Hindemith's philosophy

that a composer should function as a complete musician, in-

cluding performing, conducting, writing and teaching.'4

In 1949 Hindemith paid a brief visit to Germany. He was

then acclaimed by the press and was honored by having a street

named after him. The leading German musicians urged him to

return permanently, but Hindemith refused. In 1953, however,

he did return to Europe to accept a post at the University of

Zurich. This remained his principal residence until his death.

Like many other twentieth-century composers, Hindemith

went through various stages of development in his music. He

arrived at his individual style in the series of seven works,

called Kammermusik, written between 1922 and 1930. Stylis-

tioally these works looked backward and forward at the same

time: backward to the contrapuntal music of Bach, and forward

to the freedom of tonality of the twentieth century.

Hindemith was a composer who, without rejecting the past,

was a spokesman for the present. While writing contrapuntally

Hindemith felt that all tone combinations are possible as a new

conception of Okeys is realized. He wanted melody to be freed

from its dependence on harmony, to .ahieve for the different

voices of polyphony a complete freedom of movement.

Of great significance is Hindemith's championship of a

tonal harmonic language. Hindemith's authority undoubtedly

34 Childs and Schwartz, . oi t.., p. 80.

35Cross and Ewen, g.. a g., p. 390.
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helped to create a climate in which a second generation of

twentieth-century composers could confidently draw new life

from that language. Like Bach, Hindemith was considered an

antiquated irrelevance during his lifetime. But his masterly

music remains.

One might be tempted to suppose that, like Stravinsky,
Hindemith might eventually have come to terms withSohbenbergian methods. But at the same time he retainedhis allegiance to the balanced melodic paragraph, andwas still able, as in the final bars of his last work,the Mass for unaccompanied chorus, to draw poignant
beauty from a triadio tonal language. Such ambiguityis part of the distinctive character of the last works.Their essentially introspective flavor makes it plainthat had he attempted to include serialism in his con-eption of the tonality of musical experience he would
have fought a losing battle with his better self. Al-though he may secre y have come to regret his conservatism,
it was inescapable.

Perhaps the extreme case of Hindemith's almost geometrical

approach to form is 4nj Tonal s for piano (1942). This work

consists of twelve carefully contrasted three-part fugues (he

believed that the ear could distinguish no more than three

parts ), linked by interludes, which branch out from C to

F sharp in the order of Series I, a scheme which provides the

complete range of tonalities. This built-in unity is reinforced

by framing the whole with a Praeludium and a Postludium which

are mirror inversions of each other, and by applying the mirror

technique itself on a large scale.

"According to Hindemith, the 4udus Tonalis is designed to

offer instruction in counterpoint, tonal organization and piano

playing. In addition, however, it should be said that these

'6 Ian Kemp, "Hindemith," Oxford Studies of Composers
(London, 1970), p. 55.

-1
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instructional pieces are of high musical quality.*037 The

constantly changing moods in the Ludus Tonalis show the ver-

satility of the composer. The interlude is usually in direct

contrast to the fugue which it follows, and the collection

seems to run the gamut of satire, pathos, passion, gaiety,

and humility.38 The fugues are more conservative in the

variety of moods, prabably because of the limitation of form.

Ludus Tonalis encompasses the whole range of Hindemith's

expressive resources at the time that it was written.

37Anna Lee Pink, Paul Hindemith's Ludus Tonais , un-
published master's thesis, Department of i'ici, Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, 1952, p. 3.

8 bid., p. 4.



CHAPTER II

EVOLUTION OF THE FUGAL CONCEPT

Counterpoint and imitation found their way into church

music as early as the first quarter of the twelfth century.

One of the devices practiced by composers even as early as the

first half of the thirteenth century was canon, a piece in which

every part sings the same music one after the other. In its

first meaning, the word Liue identified the canon, because

each voice flew or retreated before the ensuing voice which

never caught it.

The word canon is from the Greek kanon a rule. The word

ge is from the Latin fuga, a flight. The word ganon re-

ferred to the rules which governed the composition. At first

these terms, ugue .and canon, were applied indiscriminately to

what we should call a canon. Later the word canon was reserved

for the type of piece in which every part sings the same music

one after the other, and the title of fugue was given to more

extended movements.

The technique of imitation had existed in the improvi-

sations of popular music for many centuries. This was not

notated, however, and therefore did not survive. As the

technique of imitation began to be cultivated, the linear

tAlfred Mann, The g Fugue (New Brunswick, New Jersey,
1958), p. 6.
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strength of monophony received a new meaning as different voices

performed the same melodic line, since, through spaced entrances,

they were more clearly distinguished.2

The first known use of the term , in theoretical writings

occurred in the S masioae by Jacobus. This work, written

about 1330, holds a significant place as ". . . the last great

medieval treatise on music." Although g is listed here

among the. hief vocal forms of the time, the mention of the

term remains relatively isolated. In the course of the four-

teenth century, however, imitation gained prominence and

recognition in secular music in the form of the coela. (a

strict canon in two parts) and the rondellus (a canonic form

similar to the round). The term g seems to have served for

either of these two forms. "Whereas the term flg served in

its earliest use as a title for the accompanied canon and the

round, it emerged in Its first pr;eoise definition as the tech-

nique common to both." 5  This explanation is found in the

Diffinitorium musicae, the first music dictionary, written

about 1475 by Johannes Tinotoris. Then, in 1477, Tinctoris

groups g with other devices that a composer could use in

order to achieve variety in his music. Thus, for the first

time, fugue is acknowledged as a principle of composition.

2 Ibid.,:p. 4.

.3 ,p. 9.

51bid.,p. 10.
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Prom the earliest time of its use, the term fugue had a double

meaning of texture and form.

Medieval polyphony was characterized by the use of narrow

voie ranges which made necessary frequent crossing of the

voloes. This resulted in a need for a differentiation of the

individual parts (melodically, rhythmically, or in timbre).

In the early Renaissance, a wider voice range came into use

and there was less need for this differentiation. "The

growing homogeneity of the voices eventually resulted in

the establishment of imitation as a standard technique of

the late Renaissance."7

The fusion of imitative style and sacred musio was com-

pleted by the generation after Dufay (Ookeghem and Obrecht)

and carried on by Josquin des Prez and Palestrina. The

principle of imitative counterpoint, which is the basis of

fugue, was used for the first time with consistency in

Joaquin's motets, around 1500. The style and form of

Joaquin's motet was imitated later in the ricercare, but

with some modifications: (1) reduction of the number of

themes, and (2) expansion of each theme into a well-defined

section including a greater number of statements of the
8

subject.

6Gustave Reese, Music in the Renaissance (New York, 1959)9

7Ibid.

Willi Apel, "Fugue," Harvard Diotionary of usleedited
by Willi Apel (Cambridge, 1961),p. ZW.
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The earliest meaning of fua--the canon--came to
be interpreted by the theory o the Renaissance as a
procedure of musical composition by which a theme is
stated and restated. In the progress of Renaissance
theory, the rules for the thematic statements were more
carefully defined and treated with increasing strictness.
Statement and restatement had to be spaced by the intervals
of perfect consonanoes and a new distinction separated
this, the fugal exposition, from imitation. Thus, the
fugal exposition gradually gained a thematic as well as
a harmonic meaning which was to extend over the entire
structure of a musical work. 9

The technique of imitation became the outstanding char-

acteristic of the Renaissance style of composition. The

fifteenth-century theorist Bartolomeo Ramos de Pareja de-

scribed it in his t, iflpraftica as the best manner of part

writing and added, "This manner is called f!ga by practicing

musicians." 10 Ramos is the first to recommend the choice of

perfect intervals (the fourth, fifth, and octave) for imitative

entrances. He introduces the musical usage of the, verb Imitarl

and applies it to both the strict and free repetition of interval

progressions. In his musical treatise, Ramos also suggests

that free writing be introduced in the imitative style when-

ever consistent imitation would result in difficulty.

The discussion of fugue is brief in all the early theo-

retical sources, but by the middle of the sixteenth century it

becomes much more extensive. In Don Nicola Vicentino's work,

L'Antio o fldsfla ar, g4ena prattloa (1555), Vicentino

9ann, o. Qt., p. 72.
lbip*31p.9.

p. I
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relates free imitative writing to the majority of known musical

forms. Among them were the instrumental forms of the fantasia

and canzona, which were beginning t o assume an important role

in the development of fugal technique. The fantasia was based

on one theme, which was modified by ornamentation, inversion,

and other devices. Some of the earliest oanzonas had a single

theme, treated contrapuntally, but others were based on several

contrasting themes and the canzona was divided into several

sections. ".Vientino not only crystallizes the cantus firmus

technique of the High Renaissance and the Baroque, but he also

introduces with his term punto the modern concept of the theme. 4 2

The term meant "point" and was applied to "the point of

imitation," denoting a section in which a single subject is

treated in imitation.13

The most important point in Vicentino's discussion of

fugue is that the composer is asked to make a definite choice

of a mode and to remain aware of the limitations of this mode

throughout. "Each mode was defined by its octave range, the

fifth and fourth into which the octave is divided, and its

final and dominant notes.S Modality was a very old practice,

but Vicentino attempted to keep fugal writing within the con-

fines of an individual mode. Here the Renaissance theorist

acknowledges a complete break with the theoretical views of

t2Ibid., p. 15.

t3Willi Apel, "Point," Harvard Dictionar of Musi, edited
by Willi Apel (Cambridge, T1961N . 90.

14lmogene Horsley, Fgue History and Practice (New York,
1966), p. 56.
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the Middle Ages. "Vincentino's theory of adapting the fugal

technique to the modal system has thus become known in our

terminology as the tonal answer.".15

The increased use of the tonal answer in the late six-
teenth century may well be indicative of a growing
feeling for tonal unity, but the use of the tonal answer
was even then not habitual. Its us was a matter of
convenience rather than conviction.16

In Vicentino's writing, invertible counterpoint is men-

tioned for the first time. During this period the freer type

of inversion was used, "since the intervals at which the answers

enter are governed primarily by the initial notes allowed in the

mode rather than by the intervals at which exact inverted imi-

tation might take place." ?

Three years after Vicentino's writing, Gioseffo Zarlino,

in his IStitutioni harmoniche, designates the melodic line

which is repeated in a carefully planned and varied manner as

the term thema. In this work, Zarlino was the first to dis-

tinguish between fugue and imitation.

According to Zarlino, the essential difference between
fugue and imitation lies in the degree of accuracy with
which interval progressions are maintained. If the
sequence of intervals in one part is only generally
followed in another part, Zarlino speaks of imitation;
if the repetition of Intlival progressions is exact,
Zarlino speaks of fugue.

Zarlino did not recognize the tonal answer as having a

place in fugues. However, Zarlino does establish a distinction

15Mann, 22. gf., P. 18.

16Horsley, * cit., p. 73.
t7Ibid., p. 75.

t8Mann, 22 gep.23
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between strict and free species (ligate and sciolte) in both

fugue and imitation. During the Renaissance the word Lga
designated the imitative manner as well as the compositions

in which this manner was applied. In its strictest sense,

during this period the term ga referred to a fugal expo-

sition within a work.19

Pietro Ponzio's Mggionamenti di musioa (1588) is the

first work which mentions the ricercare and its recurring

use of the fugal principle. The earliest keyboard ricercares

appear in a publication by 1arantonio da Bologna in 1523.

These ricercares are more in the form of the prelude than in

the strict contrapuntal form that is later called a ricercare.2'0

The first keyboard ricercares that were written in imitative

counterpoint appeared in 154 3 in Intavolatura per sran by

Girolamo Cavazzoni. Here, "the rather free form used by

farcantonio is replaced by the systematic application of

imitative counterpoint *21

Thomas Morley's Plain anda Introduction to Practical

_jj. (159?) is an account of the changes in the concept of

fugal writing during the course of the sixteenth century.

This work is a summation of the fugal theory of the sixteenth

century. ". . . the fugal theory of the Renaissance,. #

traces techniques of composition from the strict canonic to

19 Ibid., p. 31.

196) p.45. irbyAShort History of Keyboard Music (ew York,

21Ibid., p. 46.
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the free imitative manner and finally to the harmonically

oriented fugal treatment of a theme."22

A- great amount of freedom was allowed in the sixteenth-

century fugal works, but during the seventeenth century there

was a movement toward regularity in the exposition. As a

result of Vicentino's work, there had been a gradual limiting

of the possible notes allowed in each mode during the sixteenth

century. The result of this was that by the beginning of the

seventeenth century the regular initial notes of the subject

were the tonic and dominant notes in each mode.23 Contrapuntal

devices such as strettos, inversions, augmentations, and dimi-

nutions were all known and practiced by composers of the

seventeenth century. Before this time stretto had been used

extensively during the beginning part of fugal works, but by

the late seventeenth century the device of stretto began to

be saved until later in the fugue. There were two reasons for

this: (1) so the listener could be well acquainted with the

subject before the stretto came, and (2) the realization that

because stretto was capable of being the climax of the fugue,

it should come toward the end.

The fugal forms that led up to the fugue of Bach originated

in the imitation of vocal forms. These forms were the source

for the future development of both the fugue and sonata. The

motet and the French chanson had served as prototypes for the

ricercare and the canzona respectively. Both forms finally

2 2 Nann, 2B . al*. p. 31.
2 3 J-orsley, a* cit.,. p.158.
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merged in the fugue of Bach's day, after the fugal procedure

had crystallized in the late Baroque music 34 Another fore-

runner of the fugue which flourished during the early and

middle Baroque was the fantasia.

In general it may be said that the ricercare and fantasia
were built on a theme or themes of sustained legato charao-
ter. These themes were developed in continuous imitative
counterpoint. . . g was the name used for pieces of
this sort in GermanlTrom the earliest years of the seven-
teenth century.25

The strictly fugal ricercare, which was characterized
by concise themes in long note values as used in the motet,
could be either polythematic or monothematio. The first
type consisted. . . of as many sections as there were
themes; each one was stated in a short fugal exposition,
but with oooasional recurrences of the first theme in
augmentation or diminution. . . . The second type..#.
was the variation ricercare which subjected its theme to
extensive variation in two distinct manners. In the first,
the theme itself was modified rhythmically and melodically
and stated in as many fugal expositions as there were
variations. In the second, the theme was kept relatively
constant, but was combined successively with new counter-
subjeta. The latter type came closest to the monothematic
fugue of the Bach era.

"The canzona had livelier, more markedly rhythmic melodic

material and composers tended to emphasize division of this

material into sections." 2 7 There were two types of canzonas:

the keyboard canzona and the canzona for instrumental ensemble.

The keyboard canzona and the ricercare gradually evolved toward

the fugue, and the instrumental ensemble canzona evolved toward

Z4Manfred?. Bukofzer, fMusl I the Barogue Sra (New York,
1947), p. 48.

25Donald Jay Grout, , -L Wstory ofWestern Musla (New York,
1960), p. 299.

26Bukofzer, _g. al.0. p. 49.

2 ?Grout, 22 *it.
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the Baroque sonata.28  The keyboard canzona was .less rigidly

oon-trapuntal than the ricercare. It contained several con-

trasted sections of imitative and chordal texture. "The organ

canzonas were forerunners of the fugue; these two terms were

used'synonymously in Germany as early as 1608. The ensemble

canzonas eventually developed into the sonata dea _hla. of the

seventeenth century. 29

Girolamo ?rescobaldi, in the seventeenth century, "estab-

lished the ,flationeanzona consisting of various fugal

sections, each based on a free rhythmic variation of one

theme and interspersed with transitional passages. His ex-

ample was followed by ?roberger, Kerll, Poglietti, and many

other German composers, including Bach."30  The forerunners

of the fugue, which were the keyboard canzona and the ricer-

care, continued their development and gradually changes were

made, leading up to the fugue of the eighteenth century.

The restless discontinuity of the early Baroque canzona
and ricercare gave way to. . . anJ evenly flowing polyphony
which unified the individually contrasted parts. The
themes. . . assumed a characteristic shape that remained
valid for the entire part. Although usually differentiated
by contrasting meters, the parts were bound together by
the idea of variation.31

28 Ibid., p. 300.

2 91~bd. ,p. 252.

30W11i Apel, "Canzona," Harvard Dictionar of Music, edited
by Willi Apel (Cambridge, 1961), p. 119.

3tBukofzer, 9og. gl., pp. 108-109.



By the end of the seventeenth .century, it had become

evident that the terms fugue and Imitation needed redefining.

Henry Purcell assumed this task of redefining these two terms.

In his revision of John Playford's Introduction to the Skill

of Music, there is a concise study of fugue: a summary of the

ideas with which fugal writing was viewed as the music of the

Baroque entered its final phase. Purcell recognized that fugue

and imitation no longer held equal importance. Therefore, he

subordinated one term to the other, calling imitation a "dimi-

nutive sort of Fugeing. 4 2

As the seventeenth century progressed, the fugue gradually

began to replace the ricercare. The essential differences

between the fugue and the ricercare are apparent in late

seventeenth-century works,.

The fugue subject has a more definite melodic character
and a livelier rhythm than the ricercare subject; the
ricercare develops. . . without much variety or any
marked climax, but the fugue drives ahead energetically
to its close; the fugue has some short episodes.
which are set off by a lightening of the texture and
sometimes also by the use of sequences; whereas the
ricercare has fewer such passages and those few were
not sequential nor in any way different in texture from
the rest of the piece. Moreover, the fugue has a tonal
organization with a clear dominant-tonio relationship,
while the conservative r ercare tends to stay closer
to the old modal system.)

Among the centers for fugue writing between the first

quarter of the seventeenth century and the time of Bach were

Germany and Austria. In Vienna, Johann Jacob Froberger

'2fann, gg. fOl., p. 46.

%rout, .26. gitP., p. 344.
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(b. early seventeenth century, d. 1667) and Johann Kasper Kerll

(1627-1693), and in central and northern Germany, Johann Pachelbel

(1653-1706) and Dietrich Buxtehude (1637-1707), all helped to

advance the art of fugal writing.

It was during this time that the concept of major-minor

tonality was developing. This had a great effect on contrapuntal

writing. "The absorption of tonality into counterpoint gave

the melodic design and the contrapuntal texture unprecedented

harmonic support.,"4

Much dissonance in the early seventeenth century was
experimental; toward the middle of the century dissonance
almost disappeared; then, in the last part of the Baroque,
it returned, incorporated in a complex system of tonal
organization.3

With the establishment of the major-minor tonality, melodic

dissonances could then be incorporated into the tonal system.

The combining of harmony and counterpoint resulted in the har-

monically saturated counterpoint of the late Baroque. In the

relation between melody and chord progression, chord progression

began to become more important. Tonality also provided a

framework of harmony which made possible the extended forms

of the late Baroque.'6 These were put together "with temporary

modulations to other keys allowed without sacrificing the

supremacy of the principal key. 37  The major-minor tonality

34 Bukofzer, p. afit. p. 221.

35Grout, g. cit., p. .274.

36Bukofzer, g. Q..

37Grout, .. oit.
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established a system of chord relations between a tonal center

and the other triads of the diatonic scale. This made possible

the fugue of Moeh's day, whioh was based on the principle of

the supremacy of tonio and dominant relationship. The advent

of the major-minor system had long been foreshadowed. The

tendencies of a major-minor tonality may be found in music

that was written in the latter half of the sixteenth century.

"Hameau's Treatise on .Harmog (1722) completed the theoretical

formulation of the system, but it had existed in practice for

at least forty years before" t8The rules which Rameau set

up *outline a strict correspondence of tonio and dominant

functions for theme and answer and thus reinterpret the

melodic inacouracy of the tonal answer as harmonic accuracy

and logic." 9

The system of well-tempered tuning came into being during

the period just before Bach. "The harmonic territory, which

seventeenth-century fugal practice and theory explored, was

fully conquered once the Invention of equal temperament had been

generally adopted.#4 0 Several composers before Bach explored

the use of equal temperament in their works. One of Pachelbel's

sets of suites employs seventeen of the twenty-four keys that

were available in the well-tempered system. At the advent of

the establishment of the well-tempered tuning system, the pairing

38Ibid

9Xann,OOt*. ., p. 50.
4OIbtd., p. 42.



of the prelude and fugue began to appear. Johann trieger's

Anmttige 0lavieribung is a collection of ricercares, preludes,

and fugues. J. 0:. F. Fischer's Ariadne fMUSla eo-orneum

(1715) consists of twenty preludes and fugues in twenty

different keys. This work is an immediate forerunner to

Bach's Wel-amped Qlavier. There is also an earlier

work by B. CO Weber which is constructed along the same lines

as Bach's. W~ell-Tempered Clavir and bears the same title.

AK music theorist who influenced Bach as well as many

other composers was Johann Josef Fux. In his ad Parnassum

(1?25), Fur presented 4 comprehensive summation of fugal teaeh-

ing. In this work, Fux "confirmed the victory of the tonal

fugue yet reconciled it with the traditional theoretical concepts

that had guided the study of fugue from its beginnings *42 ls

rules of counterpoint prevailed for two centuries. Although

during two centuries of use there were some changes, "the

original, in modern translation, still served Richard Strauss

and Paul Hindemith in their teaching."t0"

At a time in history when major-minor tonality had been

established and equal temperament had been generally adopted,

the development of counterpoint reached its zenith in Bach.4

4.John Gillespie, Five Centuries of dKeyboard usi (Belmont,
California, 1965), p.

4gann,2 Oj p. o p. 53.

431bitp. 475.

14Bdward Bairstow, The Evolution of Mus4al Form (London,
1943), p. 77.
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The movement toward the major-minor tonal system caused changes

in the subject-answer pair of the fugue.

Once the tonic and dominant keys were established as the
basis of subject and answer, the subject could begin on
any note of the seale without losing the feeling of the
key, and, by the eighteenth century, the exposition was
conceived as contrasting the subject and answer forms
rather than as establishing mode by proper entry notes.4 5

"Coming on the scene at a crucial time In music history--

that period when contrapuntal style began to merge with a

predominantly harmonic style--Bach and his art reflect the

image of that mozenta- Bach's contrapuntal writing form .a

crossroad at which influences from the north (Sweelinek,

Buxtehude), the south (Pachelbel, Froberger, Vivaldi, Corelli),

and the west (Couperin, Grigny) were gathered.4  # "His masterful

assimilation of these historical and geographical influences

is total. Nevertheless, his own originality Is ever present."4

Bach did not invent any new type of fugue, but he made the

fugue "a contrapuntal form of the highest concentration in

which a single characteristic subject in continuous expansion

pervades a thoroughly unified whole. In his fugues, Bach

achieves "variety in unity, the aim of all construction."50

45liorsley, so. nfolt., p. 159.
46Gillespie, .. gfl., p. 130.

48p.131.

49Bukofzer, g. gflt., p. 287.

O. F. Diknson, , L r (London, 1956),
p. 219.
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Although fugue achieved its ultimate in Bach, it did not

end with Bach. "Since the fugue was a procedure, it has been

used in different styles. The Classic fugues observed the

procedure of the Baroque fugue, but not its style."5 1 The

great master of the fugue after Bach is Beethoven, who in

his works has shown that the potentialities of this form

were not exhausted by the Baroque composers. By this time,

however, fugue was no longer a dominant form. "Although

fugues were still being written, there was not a strong,

living tradition of fugue writing."52

Beethoven was greatly influenced by the Viennese Classical

school, mainly Haydn and Mozart. "The Viennese composers,

while for the most part no longer writing independent fugues,

did not abandon the fugal style completely."53  The fugue was

usually used for one movement in a composition or appeared in

the shorter form of a fugato within a movement. "Quite fre-

quently, the general homophony was relieved by a set of

imitative entries for a few bars." 4  Beethoven uses entries

of this sort often in his piano music. In Beethovents fugues,

there are often longer modulating episodes than were used by

the Baroque composers. There is only one of Beethoven's

fugues that used stretto to any considerable degree; that is

51Bukofzer, .p9 gfl., p. 362.

Uorsley, o. cit., p. o180

5 3John V. Cookshoot, The Fugue in Beethoven's Piano Musio
(London, 1959) pp. 1?9-IUo.

54 ,, *'tp.* 180.



the finale of the Sonata in B flat, Op. 106. Stretto also

oocurs briefly in the finale of the Sonata in A flat, Op. 110.

The device of diminution and augmentation is also used in the

fugal section as a climax to a work, as in the Piano Sonata

Op. ,110 or in the String Quartet Op. 59, No. 3. There is

one two-part Organ Fugue in D major which is an independent

composition. This was composed in 1783. "Altogether Beethoven

wrote about twenty-five fugues. The works of his master years

contained many more strict fugues than during any other period."55

Beethoven was apt to treat a fugue theme in three ways that

Bach did not. These were syncopation, retrograde motion, and

interruption. These devices had been used by early fugue

writers but had fallen out of use by Bach's time. In fact,

among the standard examples of fugue form, it is olear that

these devices were never considered as important as augmen-

tation, diminution, and inversion.56  After Beethoven, composers

rarely used the fugue as a serious art form.57

In Schubert's "Gloria" of the Mass music in A flat, com-

pleted at the same time as Beethoven's Mass in D, a dramatic

"Quoniam" leads to a fugal jM, Sanot lflpritu on a lively subject.

One of his most elaborate compositions is the Fantasia in 0,

called Der Wanderer, which has a concluding Allegro section with

a fugal beginning. Here the fugue subject is stated in octaves.

55faul Nettl, Beethoven Enoyelopedia (New York, 1956), p. 65.

56forsley, g. cito., P. 180.

57Apel, "Fugue," p. 287.



Mendelssohn admired and performed Bach. Mendelssohn's

fugues, however, are more melodious thne contrapuntal. In

the Variations serieuses in d (Op. 54) of 1841, there is a

chromatic fughetta. In the 2haraterltiof s, Op. 7,

the aft ud eurig in D is a fugue with a long subject

which makes use of stretto. The fifth of these -Chaageristic

Pieces is Ernst und mit steigender Lebhaftiakeit, also called

tga, which has a ricercare-like subject and a fully-developed
countersubject, Diminution and augmentation are both employed

here. Mendelssohn's Preludes and FUjSj2 (Op. 35) of 1837 show

an indebtedness to Bach. There is the use of fugue in the

finales of Sonatas No. 2 and No. 6, as well as several indi-

vidual sections of movements. But the fugal writing so

important in the Beethoven sonata is not present very often

in Mendelssohn.

Brahms also holds a place in the continuation of fugue

after Bach. His twenty-five Variations for Piano (Op. 24)

on a theme already varied by Handel eventually break into an

extended fugue on a subject derived from the opening bars.

Like Schubert, Brahms also sometimes writes fugue subjects in

octaves. There is a fugue which ends the Sixth Chorus in the

German Requiem, and the end of the Third Chorus is a double

fugue. Two gigues and two sarabandes (1855), following

eighteenth-century practice, are fugal and employ the use of

inversion. There are also several fugues in Brahms' organ

works. Two of these are sets of Preludes and Fugues.
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In the music of Max Roger, there is an emphasis placed

on Neo-Classioism or Neo-Baroque. Like the Baroque composers,

he often pairs preludes and fugues. Reger's fugues resemble

those of Bach. "In Reger's fugue composition, the influence

of Bach can be seen, most immediately in the types of themes

that are employed; two of Bach's favorite types are prominent:

the fast figurational kind, and the slow, frequently chromatic,

ricercare type."5 8  Among Reger's works are the Fantas and

ugue on ,. A* C. 1O(0p. 46) for organ and the Variations and

Eg~n. oran, original Theme (Op. 73), also for organ. There is

also a Passacagla and ?ugue (Op. 96) for two pianos. Reger's

"upholding of the great traditions in composition, based mainly

on a study of Bach's art,"5 9 has earned him lasting respect.

From the middle of the sixteenth century to the early

twentieth century, fugue was based on tonality and governed

by the conventions of tonal structure. In the twentieth cen-

tury, music was no longer necessarily organized within a fixed

tonal system. "The only necessary limitation on the composer

was the technique itself, the use of a short melodic theme,

exact imitation, and whatever limitations the composer himself

might impose."6a The work of Debussy "is distinctly a bridge be-

tween Classical and twentieth-century conceptions of tonality. 6 i

58Kirby, .. nflt., p. 353.
59 Eric Blom, "ax Roger," Grove's DictionarL of MUsie and

Zusilans, Vol. VII, 5th ed., edited by Eric Blom"TNewYorW
T3W77, .94.

6OHorsley, sp. Oit., p. 361.
6iGrout, .op. gj.., p. 604.
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"The tendency of one tone to emerge and assert itself as the

tonal center is a phenomenon observable in music from a wide

variety of styles and periods. . . . Twentieth-century practices

have led to broader and freer concepts. 62 "In much of the

music written during this century there is a perceptible tonal

center which, however weak by conventional standards, serves in

some degree to orient the flow of the sounds. 63

Two of the major tendencies in twentieth-century music are

(1) the work of Schoenberg and his school, and (2) Neo-Classicism.

"Romanticism .favored an increase in tension and in the number

of dissonances. Schoenberg went still further and suppressed

all relaxation of tension and all consonance."64 Schoenberg's

music has generally been called atonal, which means literally

"not tonal." However, Schoenberg's own term pantonal, meaning

"inclusive of all tonalities," seems to be a much more correct

description of his music.

Neo-Classical, or more correctly Neo-Baroque, tendencies

of present-day music such as are found in Hindemith's _Ldus

Tonalls (1943), have stimulated a new creative interest in

fugue as a form of composition. Unlike Schoenberg, in

Hindemith's music there is a preference for mild dissonance.

"His control of the fluctuation of dissonance is a detail of

his technique, perfected by his systematic classification of

62Leon Dallin, Teqhniues of Twentieth CentrComposition

(Dubuque, Iowa, 1964).TY7.15.

63Ibid., p. 116.

64Fred Goldbeck, "Twentieth-Century Composers and Tradition,"
Twenteth-Clur Ausic, edited by Rolio H. yers (New York,
T9T8, P.25.
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all possible chords with respect to the intervals they con-

tain.0 65 Hindemith considered tonality in musio completely

necessary. "In Book I of his C raftof k tSIeal Composition

(1937) Hindemith has made the most important attempt so far

in the present century to establish a system of tonality

intended to be generally valid for contemporary use."66

Speaking of the student of composition in the twentieth

century, Hindemith, in The Craft of Musical Co position,

Book I, says:

To the harmony and counterpoint he has already learned--
which have been purely studies in the history of styles
the one based on the vocal style of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, the other on the instrumental
style of the eighteenth--he must now add a new technique,
which, proceeding from the firm foundation of the laws
of nature, will enable him to make expeditions into
domains of composition which 4have not hitherto been
open to orderly penetration.

Hindemith's Tonalis for piano consists of twelve

fugues, one in each possible tonality, with eleven interludes,

a prelude, and a postlude. As in The, j-Tempered CLavier by

Bach, there is a plan in the arrangements of the tonalities,

but the k4udg 4TonalisIs based on Hindemith's own ranking of

tonalities as explained in his Craft of Musical Composition.68

The interludes in the j s Tonalis serve to modulate from one

6 5w illiam w. Austin, in the Twentieth Century
(New York, 1966), p.* 409.

66crout, . gfl., p. 644.

67Paul Hindemith, The Crat of fMusial Composition, Book I
(New York, 1945), p. 9.

6 8 Kirby, p.. fll., p. 403.
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tonality to the next. The twelve fugues of the Ludus Tonalis

resemble in many ways the forty--eight fugues of Bach's We,1,1-

fm4ered Clavier, but .indemith's counterpoint is dissonant

as compared with Bach. As compared with the traditional fugue

of the eighteenth century, Hindemith's contrapuntal technique

employs new chords, new methods of using non-harmonic tones,

new melodic idiosyncrasles, and the use of polytonality.6 9

But even with these differences in the contrapuntal styles of

Hindemith and Bach, the twelve fugues of Hindemith's Ludus

TROnalis have had a definite influence in the continuation of

tugue since Bach.

69Hans Tiaohler, 'Remarks on Hindemith's Contrapuntal
Technique, ib i=,n ufll , edited by Hans Tischler
(Bloomington, Indiana, 1967p. 184.



CHAPTER III

THE EXPOSITIONS OF THE ?UGUES

IN THE WEL TEMCEVED OLAVIER

BY Ji S. BACH

Undoubtedly the best known of Bach s keyboard works is the

set of preludes. and fugues called The Well-Tbmpered Clavier.

Part I was completed at Cthen in. 1722, and Part II was

collected at Leipzig in 1744. each part consists of twenty-

four preludes and fugues, one prelude and one fugue in each

of the twelve major and minor keys. "Part I is more unified

in style and purpose than Part II, which includes compositions

from many different periods of Bach's life." 1 In Part I, there

seems to be a definite logic in the sequence of the numbers,

for didactic purposes. Part ,II appears more to be a collection

of pieces which were not conceived in relation to each other.2

Part i II, which was composed over a span of years and collected

later, seems to be a collection of the best clavier fugues from

different periods of his life. There are a few differences of

style between the two sets of preludes and fugues. The second

set of preludes and fugues is more consistently diatonic than

'Donald Jay Grout, &History of Western Music (New York,
1960), p. 389.

2Cecil Gray, The Port -RI ht Preludes and tgues of J. 8.
Bach (London, 1938Tp,.5



he f t. The first set oontains more chromatic and experi-

mental writing. There are not as many contrapuntal devices used

in the fugues of the second set as In the firs net. The fugues

of the second. set are written in a freer style than those in

the first set. In the first set, eighteen fugues have recurring

eountersubJects and. siz-do not; in the second set, there are

twelve of each type. Another difference between the two sets

is that the fugues in the first book of The ll-Tempered Clayr

are more instrumental in character, whereas the second book

contains several fugues that are vocal in character. There

are exceptions to these differences in the two sets of preludes

and fugues, but, on the whole , these observations hold true.

In addition to demonstrating the possibility, with the

then novel tempered tuning, of using all the keys, Bach had

particular didactic intentions. The teaching aims of a

-ed e de " "NNW r go beyond mere technique, however, for

the preludes exemplify different types of keyboard composition

of the late Baroque. "The fugues, wonderfully varied in

subjects, texture, form, and treatment, constitute a Oom-

pendium of all the possibilities of concentrated, monothemat

fugal writing."' Each subject in Bach's clavier fugues is

clearly defined and the entire fugue is felt to be a logical

development.

"In most cases, the fugues of the. v

employ one subject and one euntersubject. However, there

'.rot, r. & p. Lb390.
B. Kirby, &ofjjg07Ustoru i (New York,

1966) ,:.130.



are some fugues in elTempered Clavierwhich have more

than one recurring oountersubject. There are also instances

of the double and. triple fugue, where two or three different

sabeocts are presented independently and then combined contra-

puntally later In the fugue. There are also instances of the

opposite in which there is no recurring oountersubject, or

in which the countersubject As the inversion or continuation

of the subject, so that the whole piece is rgidly monothematic

Noteworthy from the historical standpoint are the s ubj s
in lAng, ,lo notes in the tradition of the ricercare
(Part I: c-sharp, e-lat f f-sharp, and. flat art II:
3-flat3, andb-flat) Thems slated speoitically to
theod agzona are rare; Ianeampal is theFug in
(Part. I)

The name Bach chose for his collection was inspired by

the development of he well-tempered syste which took place

at the turn of the seventeenth century. Bach was not the first

composer to profit from the improved method of tuning, but his

work surpasses the achievements o his predecessors. Bach

explored all the possibilities of the new system with a

thoroughness no other composer had attempted.7  Only the

first set of preludes and fugues originally bore the tit1e

It, - Clavier, which has since been applied to

both; the second set was merely designated as Twenty-four

new Preludes and Fugues" by the composer.

5id.

7hmrl Geiringer, SJohannSebastian . : The Culmination
of an (London, I9 279

43
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There ar.a several technical procedures employed by Bach

in constructing a fugue. The more important of these technical

devices are augmentation, diminution, inversion, stretto, and

the use of invertible counterpoint. Augmentation signifies

the presentations of the subject in longer note values, and

diminution in shorter note values. In inversion the theme is

turned upside down, for example, going up a third where the

original went down a third, and so on. Strett:o occurs when

the subject and answer are brought closer together, oanonically

(the combination of a theme with itself at one, two, or more

measures of distance, and in different intervals relation-

ships). Stretto usually provides the moment of highest tension

and climax, both structurally and emotionally. When the device

of stretto is used, the theme of the fugue must be built es-

pecially to allow the use of stretto later in the fugue. When

using the device of stretto, every note of the melody must

make harmonic sense with others preceding it by a predetermined

number of beats. Therefore, there is the difficulty of con-

structing a theme that will adhere to this condition several

times; for example, beats three, four, and five must all fit

one, harmonically, and each such relation must hold true for

all subsequent notes. In invertible counterpoint, two voices

are written so. that either voice may be the upper or lower and

still form good two-part writing. Triple counterpoint is also

sometimes used in a fugue. In triple counterpoint, threat

voices, are written so that any of the three voices may be in
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any of the three positions (upper, middle, or lower) and still

form good three-part writing

A.fugue exposition is the beginning section of the fugue

during which each voice makes its first statement of the theme.

-ometiimes (usually when the first statement of the subject is

made by an outer vice, soprano or bass), the exposition is

extended to include one or more redundant entries for the

purple of showing the invertible counterpoint between the

subject and countersubject. An exposition is considered

"regular" or norinal* when invertible counterpoint is shown

during the exposition. In some fugues, a brief opdetta or

extension of the exposition is necessary after the end of

the last entry to bring the exposition to a closing cadence

on the tonio or dominant, thus concluding the exposition on

a strong cadence point and retaining the feeling of the key

in which the fugue is written.

In Part I of The Tempered laverr, the formal oon-

struction of the fugues displays a great variety. There are

fugues with three voices (Nos. 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15,

19, and 21), four voices (Nos. 1, 5, 12, 14, 16, 1?, 18, 20,

23, and z4), two voices (No. 10), and five voices (Nos, 4 and

22).

Bach's first fugue in Book One of Th e. RIte-Tempared ler

is probably, of all the forty-eight fugues, the one richest An

strettos, and in this respect, is a show piece of contrapuntal
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art.8  This first fugue is a four-voice fugue in C major. The

answer is real. The order of entries is alto, soprano, tenor,

bass. There is no recurring countersubject in this fugue. For

this first fugue, Bach starts off with an irregular exposition

(Figure 4). The subject in the alto and its answer in the

soprano are followed first by the answer in the tenor and then

by the subject in the bass. The order of entries (alto, soprano,

tenor, bass) is irregular. The tenor begins on the dominant as

it would if it made its normal fourth entry. The key relation-

ships (tonio, dominant, dominant, tonio) are irregular, but

this is caused by the irregular order of entry of the voices.

The subject of this fugue is fourteen notes long, and covers a

span of one and a half measures. In studying the first and

second countersubjects (not recurring ones) in the exposition,

it may be observed that part of the second countersubject is an

inverted form of the first. There are no interludes in the

exposition. The exposition of this fugue would normally end on

the first beat of measure seven. However, because the fourth

entry ends in C instead of G, there are three redundant entries.s

An ending in the dominant is not achieved until the third beat

of measure ten. Therefore, the exposition can be analyzed in

two ways: (I) ending after four entries, but in the Owrong

key, the three additional entries being considered an episode

modulating to the dominant, or (2) ending after seven entries,

three of which are redundant, and in the correctt key of the

Hugo Riemann, A 0lys 2 f. . aoh's Preludes ang Fugues,
Part I (London), p.T



dominant. The first two of the redundant entries form a stretto

at the fourth below, The subject of this fugue was built

around the possibility of using it in stretto. There are six

stretto sections in the fugue (three complete and three inoom-

plete). A complete stretto ooours when all the voices take

part and an incomplete stretto ooours when fewer voices take

part.

a41

I -. __ ____-

- Ard 41 .

rL M P ?

01. 4--RBAc, F- kell -Tip dlav oo One
ruga I, measures 1-10.

The second fugue In Book One has been greatly praised for

its contrapuntal skill. This fugue is a three-voice fugue in

9Gray, ap. 0t p. 19.
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I minor. The subject of this fugue requires a tonal answer.

The order of voics is alto, soprano, bass. The regular

countersubject of this fugue reurs constantly throughout

the fugue. The exposition of the fugue is regular (Figure 5).
The 8ubjeot of this fugue does not permit the use of stretto.

Therefore, more importandeIs laid on the recurring counter
subject. The episodes are also of importance in this fugue,

since they are built exclusively upon motles of the theme.

These episodes ocr frequently and the first of them makes

its appearance between the soond and third entries in the

exposition. This episode i require to modulate from G minor

to mnor and is formed from the first part of the subject and

from the first few notes of the coluntersubject in inversion, with
both voices moving in an ascending sequence. An interlude of

this nature is usually necessary for the purposes of modulating

back to the tonic key when the answer ends in the minor dominant

key. After this interlude. the subject is then stated by the

bass. The exposition ends on the first beat of measure nine.

Invertible and triple ounterpoint are used several times in

this fugue. The possibilities of this device had to be taken

into consideration when the fugue subject was devised.
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'Fig 5--Bach, TheC e-Temped Book One,
Fuga II, measures 1-9

The third. fugue in Book One As also a three-voice fugue.

It is in the key of C sharp major. The subject of this fugue

requires a tonal answer. The order of entries is soprano, alto,

bass. There are two regular, recurring countersubjects in the

exposition (F.igure 6). The first oountersubject is used

regularly throughout the fugue, but the second countersubject

is absent on four occasions. The subject of the fugue is two

measures long and does not modulate. At measure five in the

exposition, the third voice creates triple counterpoint which

is expected to be used later in different order. After the

statement of the subject in the bass voice, there is no re-

dundant entry here which normally would occur (for the purpose

of using the recurring countersubject to show the invertible
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counterpoint in the exposition). The exposition ends on the

first beat of measure seven. There Is no stretto in this fugue

but Invertible and. triple counterpoint are used frequently.

BaOh often heightens the effect of the transposition of voices

by additions and deviations of the subject and countersubjecto

- *_*--I~ i7~

Fig. 6--Bach, eWell- aier, Book One,
Fuga III, measures 7

Fugue Number Four in Book One is a five-voice fugue in

C sharp minor. The answer to the subject in this fugue is rea

In the, exposition (Figure7), the five voices enter In order,

beginning with the bass voiee, and then answered by the tenor

voice. The subject is then stated by the alto voice, followed

by an interlude. This I.followed by the answer In the second

soprano voice and then the subject in the first soprano. The

countersubjects in the exposition are not recurring ones. The

exposition ends on the first beat of measure eighteen. Later

In the fugue the sub ject is accompanied by two recurring Counter-

subjeets. An important feature of this fugue is the deferred

and therefore all-the-more-effoetive appearance of the two

recurring countersubjects, their melodic independence, and



their treatment xi stretto. The subject of this fugue is only

five notes long. In the course of the fugue, the first and

last notes of the subject are often changed in length, but

the characteristic Interval of the diminished fourth is always

in its right place. This fugue is one of the longest in the

whole collection of the forty-eight fugues, and one of the

only two which are written in five voices. Although the fugue

is written for five voices, the greater portion of the texture

As in four and three voices because Bach chooses to save the

full weight of his resources for crucial moments.

a .,.
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Fig. 7--Bach, The ell-Tempered Clavier, Book One,
Fuga Iv, measures 1-

Fugue Number Five in Book One is a four-voice fugue in

D major. This fugue has a real answer. The order of entries

of the voices is bass, tenor, alto, soprano. There is no

regular, recurring countersubject in this fugue. In the

exposition (Figure 8), the subject is stated in the bass,

followed by the answer in the tenor. This is followed by an

interlude in measure three. .Then the alto voloe states the

subject and is answered in the soprano. After all four voices

have made their entry, there is an interlude in measure six,
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which is followed by a redundant entry in the bass voie in

the tonio key. The exposition ends on the first beatof

measure eight This fugue Is one of the least contrapuntal

of all the forty-eight fugues in Lhe -Tpered Clavier.

The harmonic implications of the combination of the voices

are of greater importance than their independent roles* The

fgue appears almost homophonic because two or three voices

move almost continually in dotted rhythm in chord fashion.

There are none of the usual contrapuntal devices used. The

beginning part of the subject dominates the fugue from be-

ginning to end, being found in every measure except measure

three and the three concluding measures.

FUGA.

* 7

Fig. 8--Bach, The ellfTempered Clavier, Book One,
Fuga V, measures 1-8
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Fugue Number Six in Book One is a three-voice fugue in

D minor. The answer in this fugue is a real answer. The. order

of entries is soprano, alto, bass. There is a regular, re-

curring countersubject in this fugue. In the exposition

(Figure 9), the subject is stated by the soprano and then the

answer in the alto is followed by an interlude in measure five,

founded on the oountersubject. The subject is then again

stated by the bass voice. At measure seven in the exposition,

something unusual occurs: the countersubject is transferred

from the soprano to the alto voice half way through by reversing

the leap on the first beat of the measure. The exposition ends

on the first beat of measure eight. There would normally be a

redundant entry here on the dominant. There is a redundant

entry, but it is on E (the .ominant of the dominant) instead of

A (the dominant). This redundant entry is found in measures

eight and nine, ending on the first beat of measure ten. This

fugue contains strettos and inversions of the theme. The fugue

subject yields itself easily to various devices. In using the

device of inversion of the subject and answer, there are several

instances of free (not strict) inversion of the subject and

answer, There are six stretti in this fugue: one complete

and five incomplete. The countersubject in this fugue is

almost as important as the subject; there are not many mea-

sures in which the countersubject does not appear. The four

episodes in this fugue are constructed from material taken

from the countersubject.
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FUGA V.
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Fig. 9--Bach, The el-Tempered lavier, Book One,
Fuga VI, measures i-fT

Fugue Number Seven in Book One of The l-Tapeed Claver

is a three-voice fugue in Z flat major. The subject of this

fugue requires a tonal answer. The order of entries of the

three voices is soprano, alto, bass. This fugue has a regular,

recurring countersubject. In the exposition (Figure 10), the

subject is first stated in the soprano voie and modulates

from the tonic to the dominant. The little oodetta (an arpeggio

figure), with which the subject concludes, modulates back to

tonio. This little codetta of the subject later gains inde-

pendent thematic status and the fugue's five episodes are

formed from this material. The answer is then stated in the

alto voee, which is followed by a one-measure Interlude, and

then the subject Is stated in the bass voice. Then after an

interlude of four measures, there is a redundant entry of the



subject in the soprano voioe to show the invertible counter

point. The exposition ends on the third beat ot measure

twelve. Special contrapuntal devices are oonspiouous by

their absence in this fugue.

1UGA VII.
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Fig.10--Bachhe A -Temipered i

Fg Vig C0-BclavTmird er, Book. One,
Fuga VII, measures 1-12.

The fugue in D sharp minor is also a three-voice fugue.

The subject of this fugue requires a tonal answer. The order

of entries in the exposition (Figure 11) is alto, soprano, bass.

This fugue has no regular, recurring countersubject. There is

an interlude between the second and third entries in measures

six and seven. The exposition ends on the third beat of mea-

sure ten. There are strettos, inversions, and augmentations

of the subject in this fugue.
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Fi.,1-BahThe lo X l-eMleted Qjafler, Book -One
*~ , Fug 1$iimeasures iW

Fugue Number Nine of Book One is another three-voice

ugue. It is in the key of S major. This fugue has a real

answer. The order of entries is alto, soprano, bass There

is a recurring countersubject in this fugue. In the exposition

(Figure 12), the answer in the soprano voice enters slightly

before the conclusion of the subject in the alto. The alto

voic then continues with the countersubjeot. The counter-

subject is very short and is used with only a small part of

the subject. When the subject enters in the bass voice, the

countersubject is altered somewhat. The exposition of this

fugue ends on the first beat of measure six. This fugue is

probably the shortest of all the forty-eight fugues in .

Wel-Tempered Qlavier. There are no special contrapuntal

devices used in this fugue.
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iZw 2-Baeh The ell -Tempered Clavier# Book One
Fuga Ix, measures -6

The E minor fugue of Book One 18 the only two-voie fugue

in Lie~j re . The answer In this fugue is real

even though under normal direumstanees the answer would be tonal.

The order of entries is soprano, bass. There ia a recurring

Qounrtersubjeet, which together with the subject, forms double

counterpoint for almost all of the entire fugue. In the expo-

sition (Figure 13 the subject is stated by the soprano and

modulates from tonic to dominant. Although the subject modulates,

there is neither a modulatory interlude nor is the answer tonal,

by substitution of tonic for dominant and dominant for tonic.

Frederick Iliffe states that the exposition of this fugAe ends

on the first beat of measure five.9  Sinoe the answer is real

instead of tonal, on the first beat of measure five there is

an F sharp major ohord (the dominant of the dominant) instead

of.what would have been an E minor chord (the tonic) if the

answer had been tonal. Cecil Gray states that instead of a

redundant entry of the subject, there is a redundant entry of

N -
9prederick Iliffe, The - rt2- ht Preludes and gue, of

J n 'Sbaitian Bach (LondonP
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the ocuntersubject here. This oocurs in the bass voice, which

has just stated the subject. Because of this unusual oocurrence,

the exposition is extended, and therefore ends on the first beat

Of measure seven. 1 0

FUGA Xv
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Fig. 13-Baoh, The e-Tempered &0 ok.One
Fua X, measures 1-?.

Fugue Number Eleven in Book" One of The Wel-Tempered

C r is a three-1oie fugue in F major. The subject of

this fugue requires a tonal answer. The order of entries is

alto, soprano bass. The subject of this fugue runs smoothly

into a recurring countersubjeot. The exposition (Figure 14)

of this fugue ends on the first beat of measure thirteen. After

the counter-exposition, the recurring countersubject that is

found in the exposition no longer aooompanies the subject en-

10Gray, e p. 43.
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trances. However, this countersubject does provide most of the

material for the three episodes in the fugue. This fugue, al-

though t contains four stretto sections, is one of the simplest.

FUGA X.

Fig. 14--Baoh, The Well-Tzmp-red Clavierp ook One,
Fuga XI, measures.1-

The fugue in F Minor Is a foear-voloe fugue., The SubJeot.

-urr746 *g rju* : -0

a this fIkzgU tE gteqi a zzase. h odrofetrr

jurn onesbe tst, all of 'whieh are used during the

exposition 4igare 15). The exposit on of this fuue

regular (the invertible oountOerpoint being shown during the

exposition). The subject of-this fugue is a ohromatie one and

the ohromatio nature of the theme Is preserved it7the answer.

The tonal alteration in the answer at the beginning of the

fugue, however, is not repeated at any The later entries

In nhe expositionsthesubjet Is first stated in the tenor

followed by a tonal answer In the alton whhis gaeoompanied

bythe first iountersubjeot. Then the subject appears in the

bass voiee,aoompanied by the first and selondteuntersubjeots

This is followed by an interlude in measures ten, eleven, and
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twelve. After the interlude$ the subjeet Is stated In the

soprano, being accompanied by the first, second, and third

Countersubjects. The order of subject, answer, subject,

subject in this fugue is unusual. The exposition would nor-

xally end on the second beat of measure sixteen, but this

entry of the subject ends on the toni Oinsted of the dominant.

Therefore, after another three-measure interlude* there is-a

redundant entry, ending on the dominant at measure twenty-two

on the second beat. After the exposition, the theme appears

only six times during forty-two measures, leaving a large

- space allotted to the episodes. There are six episodes In the

fugue, employing the use of figures taken from the first counter-

subjeet and the first interlude of the exposition. There is no

stretto in this fugue; the subject does not permit Ito

YUGA X11.
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?ig. 15-ach, The l-T redc ook One
Fuga XIZ, measures 1-22.
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The P sharp major fugue has three voices. The subject of

this fugue requires a tonal answer. The subject of the fugue

has a downward motion melodically, and the order of entries is

soprano, alto, bass. This fugue has a regular, recurring

countersubject. In the exposition (Figure 16), after each

of the three voices have entered, there is an interlude of

four and a half measures in length, which modulates from tonio

to dominant. After this interlude there is a redundant entry

of the subject in the soprano voice and. in the tonio key. The

order of entry (soprano, alto, bass) requires a redundant entry.

During this redundant entry, the subject is modified very

slightly in measure twelve. The exposition ends on the third

beat of measure thirteen. In the interlude which begins at

measure seven in the exposition, there enters a figure in the

soprano voice, which then appears in the alto, and then .in the

bass. This figure gains importance and almost monopolizes

attention up to the end of the fugue. During the redundant

entry in the exposition, this figure accompanies the subject

and countersubject. There are no elaborate contrapuntal

devices used in this fugue.
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Fig. 16--BaOhThe WellTempered Clavie Book One
Fuga XI1, measures T4

Fugue Number Fourteen in Book One is a f our-voioe fugue

in F sharp minor. This fugue has a real answer. The order of

entries in the exposition (Figure 17) is tenor, alto, bass,

soprano. There is a recurring countersubject which faithfully

accompanies the theme in the exposition, and is also repeatedly

employed in the episodes. The countersubject remains prominent

throughout the fugue. In the exposition, after the subject is

stated in the tenor and answered in the alto, there is a short

interlude in measure seven. Then between the third and fourth

entries in the exposition, there is a long interlude (measures

eleven through fourteen). Taking into consideration the length

of the subject, however, this interlude Is not unduly long. The

exposition ends on the first beat of measure eighteen. This is

an unusually long exposition, largely because of the length of



the subjeet. The order, subject$ answer, subject, subject in

the exposition, instead of sub ject, answer subject, answer

is unusual. Inversion is used on two ooasions in the fugue

(but not during the exposition). No augmentation, diminution,

or stretto is used in this fugue.

FUGA XIV..
S4.
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Fi.17--Baoh, The Well Tempered.ClaviertBook n
Fuga XXVt measures-

Fugue Number Fifteen In Book One is a three-voice'fugue

In a. ma Jor. A reaI answer Is used In this fugue. The order

of entries in the exposition (Figure 18) i soprano,$lOf

bass., There is a recurring oountersubjeet, but It appears

Somewhat lAte. not until he secoond half of the second mea-a

sure of the answer. There Is an Interlude In measures nine

and ten between the second and third. entries. The exposition

ends on the first beat of measure fifteen., There are several

Instances of inversion in the fugue and three strettoso.
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Fig. 18--Bah The Kll-empered Clavier ook One
Fuga XV~ measures -3

?ugue umber sixteen in G minor is a four-voioe fugue

requiring the use of a tonal answer. The order of entries is

alto, soprano, bass, tenor, each accompanied by a regularly

recurring countersubject. The countersubjeet is made up of

the Becond half of the subjeet inverted, followed by the

first half of the subject inverted. There is an interlude

in measure four, between the second and third entries of the

theme. The exposition (Figure 19) ends on the first beat

of measure eight. There are two stretto sections in the

fugue (both incomplete ).
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19--Baoh, The Well- empered'Claer B ok e
uga X V, measures1-

The seventeenth fugue in Book One is a .four-voi e Cugue

in A flat ma Jor. The s bject of this fugue requires a tonal

answer. The order of-entries in the exposition (Figure 20)

is benor, bass, soprano, alto. This fugue has a recurring

o0untersubject, but only twice in the fugue does it appear

exactly the same way as it does when it makes its appearance

he first time in the exposition. 'Most of the time the

countersubjeot is altered and sometimes even absent. Iany

times the only way an appearance of the countersubject re-

sembles its first appearance in the exposition is the rhythmic

characteristic of the flowing groups of sixteenth notes 1

When the subject is stated in the soprano voice in the expo-

sition, the oountersubject is altered; and during the last

statement in the exposition of the answer by the alto voice,

11Gray, p. 61.
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the countersubject is absent. The'five episodes in the fugue

are, for the most part, founded upon the free ountersubject.

The answer in this fugue, which is tonal, with the tonic re-

plying to the dominant, and vice versa, seems to remain in the

same key, instead of being in the dominant. However, the final

note of the subject is the fifth of the tonic, and the final

note of the answer is the fifth of the dominant. There is an

interlude between the second and third entries in the exposition.

The exposition ends on the second beat of measure seven. There

are some instances of triple counterpoint in this fugue.

FUGA li.
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Fig. 20--Bach The Well-Tempred clavier Book One,
Fuga XVII, measures 1Z7.

- Fugue Number Eighteen in Book One is a four-voie fugue

in G, sharp minor. The subject of this fugue requires a tonal

answer. The order of entries in the exposition (Figure 21) is

tenor, alto, soprano, bass. The recurring countersubject is a

derivative of the opening notes of the subject, and it Is treated

as a continuation of the subject. The countersubject is absent
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on three o0casions during the fugue (but not during the expo..

sition). The exposition ends on the first beat of measure nine.

The most outstanding Oharacteristic of the subject of this fugae

is its concluding six-note phrase, with its drop of a fifth at

the end. This motive sometimes becomes detached from the rest

of the subject and is treated as a subject in itself later in

the fugue. There are no stret to seOtions in this fugue or

other special contrapuntal devices.

Fig. 21--Bach, ;he S.. .Book One
Fuga XVIII, measures ,-.

Fugue Number Nineteen in Book One is a three-voice fugue

in the key ofA maJor. The subject of this fugue requires a

tonal answer. The order of entries in the exposition (Figure 22)

is soprano, alto, bass. There is no recurring countersubject in

the exposition. However, a recurring oountersubject does appear

later in the fugue. There are several unusual characteristics

of this fugue. The subject of the fugue is very different from

that of any other of the forty-eight fugues, beginning with an

isolated note before it continues-. The subject ends on the

next-to-the-last note of the second measure* One unusual

feature of the exposition is that the tonal answer (in the alto

voice) enters before the subject (in the soprano voice) is
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completed. Therefore, the fugue actually begins with a stretto.

Another unusual feature of this f utae is that after the three

voices have made their entries subjectt in the soprano, answer

in the alto, subject in the bass) the bass appears to make

another entry, giving the answer to the subject it has just

stated. The exposition of the fugue then ends on the last

beat of measure seven. still another unusual feature of this

fugue is that there is no regular, recurring countersubjeot

until half way through the fugue (in measure twenty-three).

This countersubjeot dominates the second part of the fugue

During the -fgue, the subject is found only twice in the

soprano voie (measures one and nine). After that it dis-

appears from the soprano voie . There is no stretto in this

fugue other than in the beginning of the fugue.

FUGA ILL
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g A 22--Bachs he -Tempered Clavier, Book One
Fuga XIK, measures 1 7.

Fugue Number Twenty in ook One is a four-voice fugue in

A minor. This fugue has a real answer. The order of entries

in the exposition (Figur9 23) is alto, soprano, bass, tenor.

There is no regular ountersubject in this fugue, although the

first and third measures of the part which aoompanies the
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answer play a fairly important role. In the exposition, the

subject is first stated in the alto voice, and answered in the.

soprano, followed by a short interlude in measure seven. Then

the subject is stated in the bass voice, followed by the answer

in the tenor. The exposition ends on the first beat of measure

fourteen. This fugue is one of the longest in all of the forty-

eight, is rich in contrapuntal devices, and uses extensively

the devices of inversion and canonic stretto.

FUGA I1.
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Fig. 23-.-Bach, The Well-Tempered Cla , Book One,
Fuga XX, measures 11

Fugue Number Twenty-One of Book One of The Well-Teap red

Clavier is a three-voice fugue in B flat major. This fugue

has a tonal answer. The order of entries in the exposition

(Figure 24) is soprano, alto, bass. This fugue has two

regular, recurring oountersubjects, both occurring in the

exposition. After the f first statement of the -.'sub ject in the
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soprano voice, the answer in the alto is accompanied by the

fIrat countersubject in the soprano. The subject is then

stated in the bass voice, while being accompanied by the

first countersubjeet in the alto and the second countersubject

In the soprano in triple counterpoint. At measure thirteen

there is a redundant entry in the soprano voice stating the

answer. This statement of the answer is accompanied by the

first countersubject in the bass and the second countersubject

in the alto voice The exposition ends on the first beat of

measure seventeen. There are many examples of triple counter-

point in this fugue, made possible by combinations of the

subject and the two countersubjects. One interesting feature

of this fugue is that the second episode is an inversion of the

first episode. There Is no stretto in this fugue

rUGA XIL
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Fig. 24--Bach, The -elTempered Clavier, Book One,
Fuga XXI, measures i-IT

Fugue Number Twenty-Two in Book One is a tire-voice fugue

in the key of B. flat minor. The subject of this fugue requires

a tonal answer. The order of entries in the exposition (Figure

25) is first soprano, second soprano, alto, tenor, bass. There

is no recurring countersubject in this fugue. Sn the exposition,

the answer in the second soprano voice begins before the subject

is completed An the first soprano. There is an interlude at

measures five through nine, in which the second soprano imitates

the first soprano at a fourth below. Following the interlude

the subject is stated in the alto. Here the ending of the

subject is changed slightly. This is followed by the answer

in the tenor. The subje ct is then stated in the bass voice ,

and is again changed slightly at the end. The sixth note of

the subject is on five occasions altered to major instead of

minor. Two of these instances occur in the exposition (the

last two statements of the theme by the tenor and bass voices).

The exposition ends on the first beat of measure seventeen.

There are two complete stretto sections in this fugue.
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Pig. 25--Baehq The Well-Temered Cier..Book One,
Puga XXII, measures 1:T7

Fugue Number Twenty-Three in lB major is a four-voice fugue

requiring the use of a tonal answer. The order of entries is

tenor, alto, soprano, bass. There is a regular recurring

countersubject. In the exposition (Figure 26), after the

statement of the subject in the tenor and the answer in the

alto, the subject is then stated in the soprano. There is a

suspension figure at the end of this statement of the subject

which delays the last note of the subject slightly. The end of

the countersubject is also altered somewhat here. 'This state-

ment of the subject in the soprano is answered by the bass

voice. Here again the end of the countersubject is altered

slightly. The exposition ends on the first beat of measure

nine. After the exposition, the countersubject is used only

once in its entirety, and that is near the end of the fugue.

However, the countersubject furnishes the material for the

fugue's two episodes and also the coda at the end of the fugue.
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There is no stretto in this fugue. The interest of the fugue

centers around the recurrence and inversion of the subject.

FUGA XHL Y
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Fig. 26--Bach The j-TeQperedjClavier, Book One,
Fuga XXIII, measures 1-9

The last fugue n Book One of The ll-Tempered Clavier

Is a four-voie fugue in the key of B minor. The answer in

this fugue is tonal. The order of entries is alto, tenor,

bass, soprano. This fugue has a regular, recurring counter-

subject which begins with the last note of the subject. In

the exposition (Figure 27), the subject Is stated first by

the alto and answered in the tenor. The answer is accompanied

by the regular, recurring countersubject which begins three

beats after the subject. There is an interlude in measures

seven and eight, modulating from tonic to dominant. Then

the subject is stated in the bass voice, acooInpanied by the

countersubject which changes from the alto voice to the tenor

voice half way through. The first half of the countersubjeot

is inverted here. This is followed by a short interlude in
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measure twelve. The answer Is then stated in the soprano.

Here again the countersubject changes voices half way through,

from the tenor to the bass voice. The first half of the counter-

subjeet is also inverted again here. There is an extension of

the answer in measure sixteen. The exposition ends here, on

the third beat of measure sixteen. the last phrase of the

countersubjeet gains importance during the fugue and becomes

almost as important as the subject itself. The countersubject

furnishes the material for the four episodes in the fugue.

There are three stretti in this fugue (one complete and two

incomplete).. Considering the slow tempo of this fugue, it is

probably the longest of the whole work. The chief interest of

this fugue is in its use of the chromatic melody and harmony.

Its emotional chromatioism links it up with the world of

Wagner's ristan, while its harmonic clashes and frequently

angular melodic writing have clearly influenced Soh6nberg."k'1

a 4.rUGA irXv
Largo.

Gvay, p. 75
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ig. 27--Bach, The ell-Tempered y Boo One
Fuga XXIV, measures

The fugue which more than any other seems to represent and

sum lap the first book is the last fugue in the book, the B minor

fugue. This B minor fugue looks forward to Wagner and Sob6hnberg.

The peak or summit of the second set is the E major fugue. This

fugue looks backward into -the past, towards Palestrina and his

predecessors and even to Gregorian chant, "The first collection

exemplifies best the fUturist, forward-reaching aspect of'Bach's

genius, and the second the retrospective.13

n Part of The TemperedClavier, there is not as

great a variety in the number of voices used as in Part I. In

Part II, the number of voices are restricted to three (Nos. 1,

3, 4, 6, 10, li, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 24) or

four (Nos. 2, 5, 7, 8 9, 16, 1?, 22, and 23). There are five

fugues (Nos 1, 3, 6, 15 and 1?)in Part II of The Well-Tempered

Clavier that existed in an earlier form.

The first fugue In Book Two of he -Tmpered Clavier

is a three-voice fugue in C major. The subject of this fugue

requires a tonal answer and the order of entries of the voices

bId*.,p. 80.
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is alto, soprano, bass. There is no recurring countersubject.

This fugue in C major existed in an earlier form, a shrt ver-

sion, and in common time instead of two-four time. It may be

found in the Baghgesellschaft, XX2CV, 2.24 The subject of

this fugue is four measures long. The subject centers around

instead of C, and the first part of the answer seems to be

in C instead of G. After the three statements of the theme

(subject, answer, subject), the exposition (Figure 28) ends

on the first beat of measure thirteen. There Is no stretto

in this fugue.

FUGAL

PF A$i w - __ -- ,~--- - v

Fig. 28--Baoh, Theel -Tempered Clavier, Book Two,
Fuga I, measures t-13.

The second fugue in Book Two is a four-voice fugue In

C minor. The subject of this fugue also requires a tonal

answer. The order of entries in the exposition (Figure 29)

is alto soprano, tenor, bass. Also like the first fugue

in Book Two, there is no recurring countersubject in this

fugue. The subject of this fugue is one measure long and is

stated first by the alto' voice, followed by the answer in the

soprano. In measure three there is an interlude which modulates
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from G minor to C minor. Then the -subjeot is stated in the

tenor voice, followed by an interlude that modulates from C

minor, through the harmonies of G minor, F minor, B flat major,

and back again to C minor. In measure seven the bass voioe

enters with the answer. The exposition ends on the first beat

of measure eight. The order of entries (alto, soprano, tenor,

bass) in the exposition is unusual, but the key relationships

of tonio, dominant, tonic, dominant are maintained. The subject

of this fugue is constructed with the use of strettos and com-

binations with itself in augmentation and in inversion in mind.

FUGA U.

Fig. 29--Bach e W -Temered Claver, Book Two
Fuga II, measures 1-8.

Fugue Number Three in Book Two is a three-voice fugue in

the key of Csharp major. A tonal answer is used in this fugue.

The order of entries of the voices in the eXposition (Figure 30)

is bass, soprano, alto. This fugue has no regular, recurring
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countersubjeot. This fugue was originally written in C major.

The earlier version may be found in the Baehgesellschaft, XVI,

225. This earlier version in C major is only about half the

length of the present fugue in C sharp major--nineteen measures

as compared with thirty-five. The subject of this fugue is

only four notes long. In the exposition, the subject is stated

first by the bass voice, followed by the answer in the soprano.

Then the subject is stated in the alto voice by inversion. This

is followed by a short interlude in measure three. After the

interlude, the subject is stated in the soprano, followed by

the answer in the alto. Then the answer is stated in the bass

voice, but beginning on the tonic note instead of the dominant.

The answer then appears in the soprano by diminution, followed

by the answer in the alto by diminution. At the beginning of

measure six, the subject appears in the bass by diminution and

inversion. Then there is a brief interlude modulating from

A sharp minor to the dominant, G sharp major, and the exposition

ends on the first beat of measure seven. The exposition is

immediately followed by a oounter-exposition. The exposition

of this fugue is unusual in many ways. First of all, the three

voices state the subject or answer more than once during the

course of the exposition, and some of these statements are in

diminution or inversion. Later in the fugue, augmentation of

the subject is also used. The order of subject, answer, subject,

subject, answer, answer, answer, answer, subject is unusual.

The usual order would be to alternate subject and answer each

time. The order of voices making the entrances is also unusual
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(bass, soprano, alto, soprano, alto, bass, soprano, alto, bass).

These entrances of the voices represent three different orders

of entry and three different combinations. of the statements of

the subject and answer. The key relationships are: tonio,

dominant, tonic; tonic, dominant, tonic supertonic (dominant

of the dominant), submediant (dominant of the dominant of the

dominant.), dominant. The possibilities of the devices of

stretto, inversion, diminution, and augmentation were taken

into considerationn when the subject of this fugue was devised.

in the four stretto sections in the fugue version is always

present.

F1. 30--Bach, The MTempered.Clavier, Book Two
F1uga III, measures 1

Fugue Number Four of'Book Two is a threevoie fugue In

C sharp minor. The subject of this fugue. has a real answer.

The order of entries in the exposition (Figure 31) is bass

soprano, alto. This fugue has no recurring countersubject.

The theme of this fugue is composed entirely of sixteenth
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notes running along in an unbroken 4ine. Between the second

and third entries in the exposition, there is a brief transi-

tion in measure four modulating from the dominant back to tonic.

Following the third entry, a statement of the subject by the

alto voice, the exposition- ends on the third beat (or the

seventh sixteenth note in twelve-sixteen time) of measure six

with a cadence on the tonic. The episodes in this fugue con-

stitute more than half of the fugue. Besides the theme in its

original ftorm, rich use is made of it in inversion. Most at

the time the inversions of the theme are free. There is no

stretto in this fugue. The interest of the fugue always centers

around the subject.

FUG A IT.

pig. 31--Bach, The Well-Tem ered Clavier, Book Two
iFuga IV, measures

The fifth fugue in Book Two of The -clavier

is a tour-voice fugue in the key of D major. There is a real

answer in this fugue. The order of entries in the exposition

figuree 32) is tenor, alto, soprano, bass. There As no re

curing countersubject. Instead of a regular, recurring

countersubject, the last four notes of the subject accompany

the theme during the exposition. There is a short interlude
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In measure four between the second -and third entries. Then

when the subject is stated in the soprano, followed by the

answer in the bass, the first stretto occurs. The exposition

ends on the third beat of measure seven. This fugue in D major

explores over and over again the various possibilities of over-

lapping entrances of the theme. Rhythmically and melodically,

the theme of this fugue i suitable for forming counterpoint

to itself in stretto. There are six stretto sections in this

fugue. Fom the first measure to the last the entire fugue

evolves from the subject. The subject appears at least once

in every measure except two out of fifty. The four episodes

in the fugue are all constructed on the last four notes of the

subject, the same figure which accompanies the subject during

the exposition. This short melodic figure is used many times

throughout the fugue.

FuGA V.

rrr~

Fig. 32--Bach, The elTQmperedClavier, Book Two,
Fuga V measures 1-?

The D minor fugue in Book Two is a three-voide fugue.

There is a real answer in this fugue. The order of entries

is alto, soprano, bass. This fugue does have a regular

countersubject. This D minor fugue is another fugue which



existed before in slightly different version before being

incorporated in the present collection. The original version

May be found in the Bhellshaft. .CV2, Z26. The subject

of this fugue is characterized by the upward moving triplets,

followed by a chrouatio line of notes moving In a downward

direction. In the exposition (Pigure 33), the subject is

stated i he alto and followed by the answer in the soprano.

There is an interlude n measure five which modulates from

A minor to D minor. Inversion of the subject is used in this

interlude. Then after the statement the subset by the

bass Voicel the exposition ends on the first beat of measure

eight. After the exposition, he subject is used only twice

i Iat complete form. The countersubjeot that accompanies the

snbjet during the exposition disappears after the exposition

except on two occasions. There are four examples of stretto

in this fugue.

FUGA V.

W.. _______

-~-i;v 1 -

Fig.a 33-Bah, The el -Igere glavie , Book Two
Fuga VI, measures i-8.
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Fugue Number Seven in Book Two is a four-ovoiae fugue in

B flat major. The subject of this fugue requires a tonal

answer. The order of entries is bass, tenor, alto, soprano.

There is no recurring countersubject in this fugue, the main

interest of the fugue consis ting in the entries of the subject

and its answer, sometimes in stretto. There are two stretto

sections in this fugue. The subject of this fugue is very

long (more than six measures in length). Because of the

length of the subject, the exposition (Figure 314) is unusually

long. In the exposition, the statement of the subject by the

bass and the answer in the tenor are followed by a short transil

tion modulating from the dominant to tonio at measure thirteen.

Then the subject is stated in the alto voice, followed by

another short transition In measure twenty. Then the soprano

voioe states the answer. The exposition would normally end

on the firat beat of measure twenty-seven, but a strong eadefie

Is not achieved until the first beat of measure thirty. This

is a cadence on the dominant.

1u(;A V11.

1 0 . _ J
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f . Jve*Baeh * heW g-Tell perd Clavier, Book Two,
?u a VII, 1easur08IA-J-

Fugue Number Zight in Book Two is a four-voice fugue In

D sharp minor. There is a real answer in this fugue The

order of entries in the exposition (Figure 35) is alto, tenor,

bass, soprano. There is a recurring counterubject In this

fugue. Between the second and third entries in the exposition

there is an interlude in measures five and six which modulates

from A sharp minor to D sharp minor. Then after the statement

of the subject by the bass voie and the answer by the soprano

voice, the exposition ends on the first beat of measure eleven.

Concentration on the subjeet is the main characteristic of this

fugue , The recurring countersubjot Is sharply differentiated

from the subject, but is also very homogeneous in mood with the

subject. During the first part of the fugue this countersubjeet

is very prominent, but it is not used regularly throughout the

fugue. The last appearance of this countersubjeot is in measure

twenty-one. After this it disappears. There is one stretto

section in the fugue.
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ig. 35-aoh, 1Wel-ee -t 9 er BookTwo
Fuga VIII, measures 1-i

Fugue Number Nine of Book Two is a four-voice fugue in the

key of B major. This fugue has a real answer. The order of

entries In.the exposition ( figure 6) is bass, tenor, alto,

Soprano. There is a recurring countersubject in this fugue

There is no interlude in the exposition. The subject is stated

in the bass voice, followed by the answer in the tenor. Then

the subject is stated in the alto, followed by the answer in the

soprano. The exposition ends on the second beat of measure seven.

The recurring countersubject in this fugue disappears after the

exposition until it is.resumed again in measure thirty-six in

the soprano voice. After this the countersubjeet companies

the entry of the theme to the end of the fugue. This fugue

employs various types of stretto, including augmentation and

diminution of the theme., There are five stretto sections In

this fugue. The first two episodes in the fugue are built

on the counteraubject; the las-t two are based on the subject.
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MIA r.

Fig. 36--Bach L Teall- ered Book Two,
masures -

Fugue Number Ten in Book Two of ___ -T__

Ae 'a three"-Vol fUgUe in S Minor. real Answer Is used In

f fugUe. Theorder of entries is.9oprano alto, bass.This

fugue has a reurring ountersubjeet. This ountersubjeet can

be divided into two clearly defined and contrasted sections, and

these tend to function separately in the course of the fugue.

The subject of this fugue is six measures Iong. In the expo-

sition (Figure 37), the subject is first stated by the soprano

followed by a real answer in the alto, which is accompanied by

the countersubject. Then during the statement of the subject

by the bass voice, both the alto and soprano voices are used in

a comained effort to state the countersAubjet that accompanies

the subject here. The exposition ends on the third beat of

measure eighteen. There Is not a redundant entry in the soprano

voice as would usually be the case in order to show the inver-

tible counterpoint. There are no strettos or other special

contrapuntal devioos In this fugue, and the order of keys is
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the simplest possible. This fugue has the longest subject of

any of the f orty-eight fugues, so there is less opportunity

than usual for the use of contrapuntal devices.

FUGA X.

A -- :L

v P

* -

)f

FIg. -4B-Baeh, Vj l -Tempered Clavers Book Two#
e.__ measuress -_.

Fugue Number Lleven of Book Two is a three-voie fugue

in F major. The subject of this fugue requires a tonal answer.

The order of entries of the voices is soprano, alto, bass.

There is no regular, recurring countersubjeot in this fugue,

yet the absence of it is scarcely notable, mainly because
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of the nature of the theme itself'. The subject is characterized

by three upward leaps, each one higher, and then a descent in

the line of notes. In the exposition (Figure 38), the statement

of the subject in the soprano and the answer in the alto is

followed by an interlude of five measures that modulate from

C major, through G minor, B flat major, D minor, and back to

F major. This modulation is accomplished by the use of sequence,

gradually moving upward. This interlude furnishes the material

for the episodes later in the fugue. After this interlude, the

subject is then stated in the bass voice, ending on the first

beat of measure eighteen. Ordinarily, this would be followed

by a redundant entry in the soprano to show the invertible

counterpoint, but something rather unusual occurs instead.

Following the statement of the subject by the bass voice is

an interlude of three measures, and then the bass voice states

the answer, ending on the first beat of measure twenty-five.

Therefore, there are two analyses possible. One may consider

the exposition as ending on the first beat of measure eighteen,

not including the statement of' the answer by the bass voice.

Or one may consider the exposition as ending on the first beat

of measure twenty-five, including the statement of the answer

by the bass voice (taking the place of the usual redundant entry,

in the soprano voice). There are two interludes in the exposi-

tion and three episodes in the fugue. In comparison with each

other, the interludes and episodes greatly outweigh (in the

number of measures) the thematic work in this fugue. There are-

thirty-four measures of thematic work and sixty-two measures of
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Interludes and episodes. There are no strettos, diminutions

augmentations, inversions or any other usual fugal devices in

this fugue*

FUCGA 11* 6

Fi. 8-Bch hej-emiered glvigsBook.Two,

Fuga Xxv measures i-23

The twelfth fugue, In Book Two of T1he Wl-Tempered Clye

is a three-voie fu4gue. in F minor:* The, sub~ect of this f ugue.

haloa tonal Answer. The order of entries Its soprano, altos

bass. There Is. no regular, recurririS countersubject in this

-fugue.In*theexpositIon,(Figure:39),*the-statement* ofthe

subjet by the soprano voiee and the answer in the alto voice

are followed by an Interlude In measures eight, nineand ten.

ThisInterlude modulates from C minor to F minor, and this Is

accomplished by the use of sequence After the Interlude, the

subect is stated in the bass voice There would normally be
redundant enter in the soprano voice henerbut in this fugue
threis nt ThyIn thesprano vo e here beat f ue

there I s not. The exposition enda on the tirot beat of measure
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fifteen. There are no stretti or other special contrapuntal

devices in this fugue

UGA X1i.

Fuga XU, measures i-3

TheF sharp major fugue is a three-voice fugue. A rea

answer is used in this fugue. In the exposition (Figure 40),
the subject is stated first in the alto voice, followed by the
real answer in the soprano. Then the subject is stated in the
bass voice. There is a recurring countersubject in this fugue

which becomes almost as important as the subject. The eiposi-

tion of the fugue ends at the end of the twelfth measure. This

fugue employs triple counterpoint, but, this does not occur during
the exposition. After 1the exposition, there is an episode which
is based on a portion of the subject combined with two new

figures which form a triple counterpoint. This triple counter-

point is also used in the third episode. All six possible
positions of the triple counterpoint are employed in the first

and third episodes. The second and fourth episodes are fored

from the first half of the countersubject. There is no stretto
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in this fu$ue. The main point of interest in this f ugue is

the triple counterpoint.

PUGA flU.

- -

iZ

-go . -B&h The Well- ed Clavier Book Two
Fuga XII,, measures

Fugue Number Fourteen in BookTwo is a three-voice fugue

in F sharp minor. In this fugue, the subject requires a tonal

answer. The order of entries in the exposition (Figure 41) is

alto, soprano, bass There is no reurring countersubject in

this fugue. Between the second and third entries there is an

interlude in measures seven and eight modulatizig from C sharp

minor to F sharp minor. Then after the statement of the subject

by the bass voice, the exposition ends on the third beat of

measure eleven. Triple counterpoint furnishes the climax in

this fugue, but this does not ooeur until near the end of the

fugue,*
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?ig. 41--Baohv The e-Temered Clavier Book Two
Fga XIV, aMeasures 1-11

The G major fugue of Book Two is another three-vooe

fugue. The subject Of this fugue requires a tonal answer.

The oder of entries In the exposition (Figure 42) is soprano

alto, bass. There is no recurring countersubject in this

fugue. This gue in G major is another one of which there

was an earlier version. In its original form it was called a.
0fughetta. a This earlier version may be found in the p

fgese!j~ hft* XXXVI. In the exposition, the subject is first

stated in the soprano voice, followed by an interlude of two

measures modulating from G major to D major. Then there is

the tonal answer in the alto, after which there is another

interlude of two measures which modulates from D major to

G major. After this interlude the subject is stated in the

bass. The exposition ends on the first beat of measure twenty.

There is no redundant entry in the soprano voice here as woulo

normally occur. The interludes in the exposit ion are of great

importance for modulatory purposes This fugue is constructed

in a very concise manner. The first section of the fugue takes

the theme regularly through the three voices. The second section
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introduces the theme only in the bass and soprano. The third

section states the theme only in the alto. The theme of the
fugue Is very long (five measures in sixteenth notes), and is

not suitable for frequent repetition. The subject is not typi-

oally fugal, but is of an arpeggio formation.

PUGA Xv.
a ,

. W . .. .. .

pig.4 4.- Goh The WelleM Book Twore-og
Fuga: XV, measures1-0

The fugue in G minor In Book Two is a four-mvoice fugue.*
The subject of this fugue requires a tonal answer. The order

of entries in the exposition (Figure 43) Is tenor, alto$ soprano,

bass. This fugue does have a recurring countersubjeat. Follow-

ing the entry of all four voices in the exposition, there is

an interlude modulating from D minor to G minor, after which

there is a redundant entry of the tenor in measure twenty to

give the tenor an opportunity to appear with the recurring
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countersubjeot. The exposition then ends on the second beat

of measure twenty four. An unusual feature of the subject of

this fugue Is the repetition of Single note seven times. The

rest of the subject tends to pivot around the third of the key.

The recurring countersubject is strongly contrasted to the

subject. There are many instances of invertible counterpoint

in this fugue between the subject and the countersubject. The

countersubject is capable of invertible counterpoint at the

octave, the tenth, and the twelfth. The six episodes in this

fugue are founded upon the countersubject There is no stretto

in the fugue as far as the subject is concerned, but toward the

end of the fugue there isa passage of stretto based on the

countersubject.

FUGA XV.

x4.

- *

rhiIZM
v10
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or $ 4

i. 4-aoh, The l-amperederBook Two
Pufa V1, measures 1-24

The fugue in A flat major in the Second Book is a four-

voie fugue. The subject of this fugue has a tonal answer,

The order of entries in the exposition (Pigure 44) is alto,

soprano, tenor, bass. This fugue has two strongly oontrasted,

recurring countersubjects D-both occurring during the exposition.

One of these countersubjeots is a smooth, descending chromatic

figure and is, for the most part, carried out In a strict manner

throughout the fugue and is usually retained in its original

form. The second countersubject consists of groups of smoothly

running sixteenth notes and is treated in a free manner through-

out the fugue. This fugue another one that existed in an

earlier form. It was also a fughetta in its earlier form and

was only twenty-four measures in length as compared to the fifty

measures of this later version. The original version was written

in 7 major instead of A flat major. In the exposition of the

present version of the fugue, the subject is stated in the alto,
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followed by the tonal answer in the Soprano. There Is a short

interlude in measure five modulating from S flat major to A flat

Major. After the interlude, the subject is stated ia the tenor,

and then answered in the bass. The exposition ends on the first

beat of measure ten. The order in which the voices make their

entrances in the exposition (alto, soprano, tenor, bass) is

unusual, the usual order being alto, soprano, bass, tenor. The

key relationships of tonio doinant, tonio, dominant are still

in the usual order. This is a fairly long fugue, and yet there

are only two short episodes in the rest of the fugue (after the

:exposition). This fugue is based upon triple counterpoint

formed by the combination of the subject with the two contrasting

counter$ubjecto.

FUGA XVTL
a 4._ _

Fig 44--Bach The e -TemPered Laie Book Two,
Puga XVII, measures i uI.

Fugue Number eighteen in Book Two is a three-voide fugue

i G sharp minor. The subject of this fugue has a real answer.

The order of entries is soprano, alto, bass. There Is a recur-

ring countersubject in this fugue. In the -exposition (Figure
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45), the entrance of the subject in the soprano voice is followed

by the real answer in the alto, with the recurring countersiabject

in the soprano. Then there is an interlude in measures nine

through twelve which modulates from D sharp minor, to B major,
and then to G sharp minor. The subject is then stated in the

bass voice with the recurring countersubjeot absent on this

occasion. ?ollowing the statement of the subject by the bass

voice, there is an interlude modulating from B major to G sharp

minor. Then in measure nineteen, there is a redundant entry of

the subject in the alto voice, accompanied by the recurring

countersubject in the bass voice. This redundant entry is

unusual because it would ordinarily be made in the soprano

voice since the soprano voice was the first to enter in the

exposition. The exposition ends on the first beat of measure

twenty-three. The interludes n the exposition are of great

importance as far as modulatory purposes are concerned There

Is no stretto in this fugue.

-"uGA XVIII

X= :a r
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Fig. 45--Bach, Me .1-Tepere1 -j yier Book Two,
Fuga XVIZI, measures 3-23.

The A major fugue In Book Two is a three-voice fugue.

The subject of this fugue has a real answer. The order of

entries in the exposition (Pigure 46) Is bass, alto, soprano.

There Is no recurring countersubjeot in this fugue. in the

exposition, there is a short interlude in measure four between

the second and third entries. Following the third entry, there

is a brief transition, after which there Is a redundant entry

in the bass voi00, stating the answer. The exposition ends on

the third beat of measure eight. Including the redundant entry,

the key relationships of tonio, dominant, tonio, dominant are

maintained in the exposition. The orde of subject, answer

subject, answer is also maintained. There are no stretto seo-

tions or other usual contrapuntal devices in this fugue. This

fugue .is one of the shortest in all the forty-eight fugues of

The T9MperedClavier. This fugue, marked allegro, is

twenty-nine measures in length. The subject of this fugue

appears only ten times during the fugue.
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rig 46 -Baoh, he Wae esp rd Clavier, Book ,Two,
-uga xix, measures I

The.A minor fugue In Book Two is also a thre-ovoiae fugue*

The subject of this fugue-requires &-tonal Answ er. The order

of entries In'the exposition (Figura 47) isbas ,alto spao

.ei fg a ararribg .countersubjq t, Whieh is as I portant

in the fugue as is the subject. Af er the..oountersub jeot has

entered for the first time, It Is followed by &.dontinuation,

whieh-also plays an important part In the fugue. Be tween the

secoond and third entries inthe exposition, there i a brief

transition In measure fiye. There is no redundant entry in

this expositions The exposition ends on the first beat of

measure eight.. There Is no stretto In this fugue*
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Fig. 47--Baech, The Well-*Te prdClavier ook Twos
Fua xx, measures 180

-Yugue Number Twenty-One in Book Two to a tbree-bvoiee

fugue in B flat ma jor. The subject of thIs fugue has a t 1a

answer. The order of entries is alto, soprano, basso There

is no regular, reourring eountersubjeot In this fugue.In

the expositi on .(Figure 48) ollow Ing the statement of the

subject In the alto and the answer in the soprano, there is

an interlude-at measures nine through twelve. Then the

subject is stated in the bass voioe., The 6xposit lon would

normally and on the first beat of measure seventeen, but,

ollowing an Interlude i measures seventeen through twenty

there Is an unusual redundant entry In the bass voios. Here

the bass. voloe. states the answer. Although this fugue has a

tonal answer, the answer-is given in the real form here. This,

also oe'eurs one more-time after the exposition. 1,he exposition

then ends at h d of measure twenty-wfiVe., In the exposition,
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an diverted form of the subject accompanies itself when the

bass voe makes its redundant entry stating the answer. Both

interludes n the eXposition are built on the subject After

the exposition, two short, new themes play an important part

in accompanying the subject and answer. These two new themes,

with the subject or answer, form triple counterpoint and in-

vertible counterpoint at the tenth and twelfth in the remainder

of the fugue.

FUGA xIi.
a 3.

S 9 - --

y 4- - -E
10

- 20

Fig. 48--Bach The Well-Tempered Clavier* Book Two
Fuga XXI, measures t-

Fugue Number Twenty-Two in Book Two of The Well-Tempered

Clavier is a four-voice fugue in B flat minor. The subject of

this fugue has a real answer. The order of entries is alto,

soprano, bass, tenor. There is a recurring countersabjeet In

this fugue. In the explosion (Figure 49), the statement of

the subject by the alto is followed by the answer in the
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soprano, with the countersubjeot in the alto. There is an

interlude of two measures which fllows the answr. Then

there is the subject entry in the bass voioe with the counter

subject again in the alto. Normally, the countersubject would

be in the soprano voice here instead-of in the alto. However

the countersubject here is stated a f ourth higher than preo-

viously. This is followed by another interlude of two measures.

Then there is the answer in the tenor, accompanied by the

countersubject in the bass. The exposition ends on the second

beat of measure twenty-one -In the exposition of this fugue,

the entry of the voice (alto, soprano, bass, tenor), the key

relationships (tonio, dominant, tonic, dominant), and the

statements of the theme subjectt, answer, subject, answer) are

all normal and regular. The recurring countersubject that is

used in the exposition of this fugue is only used in the first

half of the fugue. After this it disappears and the rest of

the fugue is concerned mainly with stretti of the subject.

FUGA XX*.

z4.

f -
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.4- -Fig. 9--Bach, The WU-~xierdClavier, BookTwo,9
Fuga XXII, measures 1-21-.

Fugue Number Twenty-Three in Book Two is a four-voice

ugue in B major. The subject of this fugue has a real answer.

The order of' entries is bass, tenor, alto, soprano. This fugue

has two recurring countersubjeots, but only one of these is

used. during the exposition (Figure 50). In the exposition, the

statement of the subject by the bass i followed by a one

measure transition. Then there is the real answerA in the

tenor, which is accompanied by a recurring countersubject in

the bass. After the answer there is an interlude of two mea-

sures, modulating from F sharp major to B major. After this

interlude the subject is introduced in the alto, which is

accompanied by the countersubject in the tenor. This is

followed by another one-measure transition. After this there

is the answer in the soprano, accompanied by the countersubjeot

in the alto. Following this there is another interlude of two

measures, leading up to a redundant entry of the subject in

the bass voie. This is. accompanied by the countersubject in

the soprano. The exposition ends on the first beat of measure

twenty-two. The -order of voices (bass, tenor, alto, soprano,
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and a redundant entry in the bass)# the key relationships (tonic,

dominant, tonic, dominant, tontc) and the order of the state-

ments of the theme (sub jeet, answer, subject, answer, subject)

are all normal. After the redundant entry in the bass voice,

the first countersubject that was used in the exposition disappears

and a second countersubjeot is used in invertible counterpoint at

the octave. The second countersubject, which is used after the

exposition, is capable Of invertible oounterpoint at the octave

and the twelfth. There is no stretto in this fugue.

ruA XXIII.

w-: -

6K

~r

a-A-

Sa___i

Fig. 5o--Bach, The -Tegpere clavier,$ Book Two
Paga XXII, measures 1-22.



The last fugue in Book Two of The Well-Te2 per4d Clavior

is a. three-voioe. fugue in B minor. The subject of this fugue

requires .a tonal answer. The order of entries in the exposi-

tion (Figure 51) is alto, soprano, bass. There is a recurring

oountersubject in this fugue, but it appears very late in the

exposition. In the exposition of this fugue, the statement of

the subject by the alto volce is followed by a very short transt-

tion. Then the answer in the soprano is followed by a modulatory

interlude in measures twelve through fifteen. Following the

statement of the subject in the bass voioe, there is an interlude

of six measures, leading up to a redundant entry in the alto

voice stating the answer. This statement of the answer is real.

instead of tonal. A recurring countersubject appears for the

first time during this redundant entry. It does not accompany

the theme until the third measure of the answer here. The

exposition of this fugue ends on the first beat of measure

thirty-two. The order of the statements of the theme in the

exposition (subject, answer, subject, answer) and the key

relationships (tonio, dominant, tonio, dominant) are normal

and regular. When the first statement of the subject is made

in the alto voice, there is usually not a redundant entry, but

in this fugue a redundant entry in the alto voice does oceur.

Another unusual feature of this fugue is the very late appearance

of a recurring countersubject. The subject of this fugue is

capable of stretto. There are two stretto sections in this

fugue.
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5--Bah ___ L Teered Claver, Book vwo,
measures -2

In suxmIng up the information found In studying the expo-

sitions of the forty-eight fugues in The -Teo Clavier

by Bach, the following observations can be made. Of the forty-

eight fugues, there is one two-voice fugue twenty-six three-

voice fu1gues, nineteen f our-voice fugues, and two f ive-voice

fugues. As can be seen, there is first a preference for the

three-voice fugue, and second, for the four-voice fugue. Five

106
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o the f7orty-e7ht tugues existed in an earlier form. All t1y

of these are in Book Two of . W TelP red TClavier.The
order of entries in the expositions of the fugues is as follows

Two-voioe fgue:

Soprano, Bass (1) I-10

Threeevoloe fugues 4

Soprano, Alto, ass (12) 1-3, 6, 7, 13. 15

Alto, Soprano, Bass (10)

Bass, Alto, soprano (2)

Bass, Soprano, AltO (2)*

Four-voice ttugues:

Bass, Tenor, Alto, Soprano (4)

Tenor, Alto, Soprano, Bass (4)

Alto, Soprano, ,enor, Bas (3)*

Alto, Soprano, Bass, Tenor (3)

Alto, Tenor, Bass, Soprano (2)

Tenor, Alto, Bass, Soprano

Tenor, Bass, Soprano, Alto

?ive-voice fuguesZ

(2) *

(1)

19, 21
Ile-'1.0, -11, 12,

18

1-2, 8, 9, 11
11.., 6, 13, 14, 21,

24

11-19, 20

11-3, 4

1-5
I1-7, 9, 23

I-18, 23
15, 16

I-I
1I-2 1?

I-16, 20
I1-22

1-24
11-8

1-12, 14

I-i7

Soprano I, Soanono II, Alto, Tenor, Bass (1)

Bass, Tenor, Alto, Soprano 11, Soprano I (1)

I-22

I-4.
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There are seven fugues which do not follow the usual

ascending or descending order of the entries in the exposi-,

tion. These are indicated with an *.

The regular order of statements of the theme in the

exposition is subject, answer, subject, answer, eto. Any

other order during the exposition may be considered irregular.

All but three of the fugal expositions state the theme of the

fugue in the regular order. The regular key relationships of

the statements of the subject and answer during the exposition

are tonic, dominant, tonio, dominant, etc. Any other order .

during the exposition may be considered irregular. Forty-ore

of the fugues have the regular alternating tonic, dominant,

tonic, dominant, etc. key relationships during the exposition

(including the redundant entry, if any). Four of the fugues

follow the alternating tonic, dominant, tonic, dominant order

during the first entrances of all the voioes, but not in the

redundant entry of the subject or answer. These fugues are;

1-6 (tonic, dominant, tonic; redundant entry, supertonio),

-13 (tonic, dominant, tonic; redundant entry, tonic), 11-3

(tonio, dominant, tonic; redundant entries, tonic, dominant,

tonic; supertonio, submediant, dominant), and 11-18 (tonio,

dominant, tonic; redundant entry, tonic). Three of the fugues

do not follow the regular alternating order of key relationships

of tonic, dominant, tonio, dominant during the exposition. ,These

fugues areas I-1 (tonic, dominant, dominant, tonic; redundant

entries, tonic, dominant, dominant), 1-12 (tonic, dominant,
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tonic, tonio; redundant entry, dominant), and I-i14 (tonio,

dominant, tonic, tonio).

If the first statement of the subject in the exposition

is made by an inside voice (alto or tenor), there is usually

no redundant entry. If the first statement of the subject is

made by an outside -voice (soprano or bass), a redundant entry

usually occurs. In the forty-eight fugues, there are thirty-

one expositions that do not have a redundant entry. There are

seventeen expositions in which a redundant entry does occur.

These are: I-1, 5, 6, 7, ,10, 12, 13, 19, 21; II-3, 11, 16,

18, 19, 21, 23, 24. Fugue Number Ten of Book One (indicated

by an ) has a very unusual recurrence of the countersabject

in the exposition. (Refer to the B minor fugue of Book One,

Figure 13).

The beginning and ending note of the subject in the

fugue expositions of M'. 011401spered Clavier may be found

in Table I.
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TABLE I

BEGINNING AND ENDING NOTE OF THE FUGUE SUBJECTS
IN THE W -EMZD CAVIER

Beginting and Ending Fugue Number
Note of the Fugue

SubJeots Book One Book Two

First Note Tonio 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,of Subject 8, 9, 10, 14, 8, 9, 10, 11, 18
15, 17, 18, 19, 19, 22, 23
20, 22, 23

DOmi- 3, ?, 11, 12, 1, 2, 12, 14, 15,
nant 13, 16, 21, 24 16, 17, 20, 24

Supyer- 0 21
tonic

Leading 0 3
Tone

Last Note Tonio 3,4, 8, 12, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11or SubJet 14, 16, 20, 23 13, 14, 16, 20,
23

ediant 1, 2, 5, 9, 11, 1, 2, 4, 5, 8,
13, 19, 21, 22 12, 15, 17, 18,

19, 21, 22, 24

Domi- 6, 7, 10 17, 3
nant 18, 24

Leading 15 0
Tone

Table I shows that twenty-nine fugue subjects begin on the

tonio note', seventeen subjects begin on the dominant note, one

begins on the supertonio, and one begins on the leading tone.



Twenty-two fugue subject aend on the mediant, eighteen subjects

and on the tonic, seven end on the dominant, and one ends on

the leading tone. As can be seen from Table I, there is a

preference for beginning the subject on the tonio note, and

secondly the dominant. There is an almost equal preference

for ending the subject on the mediant or the tonio note.

The ranges of the figue subjects in The e. pered

clavier are given in Table II.

TABLE II

MELODIC RANGE Q? THE FUGUE SUBJECTS
IN THE WU-TEMED E

Range Fugue Number

Book One Book Two

Minor third 08

IDiminished fourth 4 0

Perfect fourth 0 9

Perfect fifth 14 2, 3
Minor sixth 2, 8, 11 16

Ma jor sixth 1, 5, 17 1, 7, 19

Diw4nished seventh 6, 16

Minor seventh 9, 13 4, 5, 12, 20, 22

Octave 7, 12, 18 6, 14, 23

minor ninth 19, 20, 22, 23 0, t11, 18, 24

Major ninth 10, 15 13, 17, 21

Minor tenth 21, 24 0

Major tenth 3.0

Perfect eleventh 15
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Table II shows that there are seven subjects with a range

of a minor seventh and seven subjects with a range of a minor

ninth. There are 'six subjects with a range of a major sixth

and six subjects with a range of an octave,. Therefore, there

is first of all a preference for a melodic range of a minor

seventh or minor ninth in the fugue subject, and secondly for

a range of a major sixth or an octave in the fugue subject.

Table III shows the length of the fugue subjects in The

ft l-Tempered Clavier.

TABLE III

LENGTH OF THE FUGUE SUBJECTS
IN THE WEIQ-TE ECIA

Number of Fugue Number
Measures

Book One Book Two

1/2 0 3

1 5,17 2,8

1 1/2 1,? 9,19

2 2, ,6,13,16# 4,5,6,17, 20
______________ 18, 19, 22, 23

2 1/2 8,9,10 0

3 4, 11 12, 14, 2, 14, 23
20, 24

4 15,21 1,18,21,22

4 1/2 0 11,16

5 0 13, 15,24

6 0 7,10

Median 2 2

Mean 2 1/2 3
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TAble III shows that there is a preference in both volumes

for fugue subjects of two measures in length. Fourteen of te

fugue sbjeots are two measiweslong.

Of the forty-eightrfugueawnenty o thmhave * re4 anawer,.

In twenty-eighbt of ne fugues, there 1s a tonal answer TaiLe

shows the reasons for the tonal answers in the fugues of 1ke

bmapered Clve.

UABLE 1V

RASONS FOR TONAL ANSWERS IK THE FUGUES
OF M.[ETOPEEDLCAVI&I

Fugue Number
Reasons for a
Tonal Aswer Book One Book Two

Major Minor Major Minor

Subject begins 17 2, 8, 3, 7, 0
with Tonie- 22 11, 21
Dominant

Subject begins 13 16, 24 1, 15 2 12
with Dominant- 14, 24

Tonic

Subject 7 18,z4 0 0
modulates to
the Dominant

Subject begins 3 11 2 17 16,20
on the Dominant 21 24

Leading Tone 9 23 8 0' 12, 20,
appears early 24
as a harmonic

note

Table IV shows that the reasons for having a tonal answer

are fairly evenly distributed in Book One, but not in Book Two.

In Book Twothere are no fugue subjects that require a tonal
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answer for the reason of the subject having modulated to the

dominant. Also in Book Two, there is no fugue in a minor key

with a subject beginning with tonic-dominant notes, nor in a

major key where the leading tone has appeared early in the

subject as a harmonic note.

In he, ell-Tempered Clavier, there axe nineteen fugues

that do not have a regular, recurring countersubject during the

exposition. Two of these nineteen fugues have a recurring coun-

tersubject later in the fugue, but not during the exposition.

There are twenty-five fugues with ozie recurring countersubject

in the exposition. One of these twenty-five fugues has a second

recurring countersubject later in the fugue, after the exposition.

There are three fugues with two recurring countersubjects in the

exposition, and one fugue with three recurring countersubjects

in the exposition. Table V shows which fugues have one or more,

recurring countersubject in the exposition and which fugues do

not have a recurring countersubject in the exposition.

TABLE V

RECURRING CQUNTERSUBJECTS IN THE EXPOSITIONS
OF THE FUGUES IN T E -TMPERED I

Fugue Number
Countersubjeet

Book One Book Two

Recurring 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10 6, 8, 9, 20, 13,
Countersubject 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20,

in the 16, 17, 18, 21, 23 22, 23, 24
Exposition 24

No Recurring 1,4,5, 8,19, 1,2, 3,4,5
Countersubject 20, 22 7, 11, 12, JL,

in the 15, 19, 21
Exposition
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Of the twenty-nine fugues with a recurring oountersubject

in the exposition, seventeen display invertible counterpoint

during the exposition, while twelve do not, since in these

latter fugue expositions, no redundant entry is found. The

remaining nineteen fugues have no recurring countersubject in

the exposition, and therefore display no invertible counter-

point during the exposition.

Thirty-two of the fugues use interludes during the expo-

sition and sixteen fugues do not. An interlude is usually used

in a minor key to return to the tonic tonality. The interludes

that oour in the fugues in major keys often are there to lead

up to a redundant entry. In other instances, the composer

probably felt an interlude to be desirable* Table VI shows

the fugues which have one or more interludes in the exposition

and those which do not.

TABLE VI

INTERLUDES IN THE EXPOSITIQNS OF THE FUGUES
9THE ifl -TS ENDCIaVIER

Fugue Number

Interlude Book One Book Two

major Minor Major Minor

Expositions 5, 7, 13 2, 4, 6, 3, 7 2, 4, 6,
with Interlude 15, 17 8, 12, S, 15, 8 12

14, 16, 17, 19, 14, 16,
20, 22, 21, 23 18, 20,
24 22, 24

Expositions 1, 3, 9, 10, 18 1, 9, 13 10
with no 1, 19,

Interlude 21, 23
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Table VI shows that in Book One and Book Two, almost all

of the minor fugues have an interlude in the exposition. Of

all the twenty-four minor fugues, only three do not have an

interlude in the exposition. In Book Two, most of the major

fugues also have an interlude in the exposition, but this

is not true in Book One.

The length of the expositions in the fugues of The, Wl--

Tempered Clavier is shown in Table. VII.
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TABLE VII.

LENGTH OF THE EXPOSITION$ IN THE FUGUES
F THE RE CL

Fugue Number
Number of
Measures Book One Book Two

5 90

6 3,10 3,4

7 5,16,17, 19 2,5,6,9,o20

8 2,18,23 19

9 6 17

10 18 8

11 0 14

12 7, 11 1,13

13 13,20 0

14 15 12

16 21,22,24 0

17 4,14 0

18 0 10

19 0 15

21 12 22, 23

22 0 18

24 0 11,16

25 021

29 0 7

31 0 24

Median 12 12

Mean 13 15
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Table VII shows that there ls a preference in both volumes

of The Well-Tempered Clavier for an exposition of approximately

seven measures in length. Nine; of the fugue expositions are

seven measures long.

Twenty-nine of the fugue expositions end with a cadence

on the tonic chord. Nineteen of the fugue expositions in The

Sll-Temipered. Clavier end with a cadence on the dominant. Table

VIII shows which fugue expositions end with a cadence on the

tonio and which expositions end with a cadence on the dominant.

TABIE VIII

CADENCE AT THE END OF THE EXPOSITIONS IN THE FUGUES
OF H ~~PTEMPEEWED ,AIE

Fugue Number
Cadence

Book One Book Two

Expositions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, i, 4, 6, 9, 10,
that cadence 7 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
on the Tonio 19, 14, 18, 22, 16, 18, 20, 21,

__ 23

Expositions 1, 12, 15, 16, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 1
that cadence 17, 19, 20, 21, 17, 19, 22, 24

on the 23
Dominant

Table VIII shows that in both volumes there is an almost

equal number of expositions that-cadence on the i tonic, with

fifteen expositions that end on the tonic in Book One and

fourteen expQsitions that end on the tonio in Book Two. There

is also an almost equal number of expositions that cadence on

the dominant in both volumes of The ell-Temored. Clavier, with
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nine expositions that end on the dominant in Book One and ten

expositions that end on the dominant in Book Two.



CHAPTER IV

THE EXPOSITIONS OF THE FUGUES IN ,L U -TONALIS

BX PAUL HINDE MITH

The fugues of Frescobaldi, Bach, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven,
Brahms,0sChumann, and Hindemith' (Just to mention a few) are
all quite different. Echk composer is distinctive in his
understanding of what a fugue might be and the various
fugues of any single composer often differ radically from
each other in style and content. Yet there is a prototype
of the fugue, an image which May be somewhat disembodied,
but which is recogni'able as the norm from which every
great fugue derives.

AS the music of the twentieth century develops, fugue

stands much closer to the stylistic spirit of the Baroque than

it did in the Romantic period. The challenging technical fea-

tures of fugal writing are integral parts of contemporary musical.

style. However, the gulf which separates the musical language

of the present day from that of preceding eras is very apparent.

Goncepts of melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic practice have all

changed.

The function of rhythm n the forming of the new melodic

style is vital, though occupying a lesser position in contem-

porary music than that of tone relations.2 Fundamentally,

rhythmic balance and the rise and fall of pitch stand as

basic principles, though the means of realizing this is new.

ohn W. Verrall, F ue and Invention in Theory and
Practice (Palo Alto, OaM iWnI 377, p L.

2William L. GZaves, Jr., Twonti Century Fugue
(Washington, p,.C., 1962), p. 2.

120
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Consideration of melody in imitative counterpoint, especially

fugue, finds its beginning and focus in the subject. "The

Baroque style of fugue was mainly founded on melodic line

geared to the symmetry of bar, aocent, and harmonic impulse.

Given both tonal and rhythmic freedom, the new contrapuntal

line may evolve from one or both of these resources."' The

fundamental value of the devices of augmentation, diminution,

inversion, stretto, and invertible counterpoint is still mainly

that of development and climax. This is basically valid for

both old and new styles of fugue writing.

Changing concepts of tonality and the breakdown of
scale have had marked effects on established practice.
The tonal relation of subject and answer in fugue was
formerly an expression of diatonic major or minor scale,
and before that, of mode. It would be incorrect, however,
to state that contemporary practice has altogether aban-
donded older usage.

One of the main differences between traditional and

contemporary imitative practices is in the stress placed upon

harmonic or linear writing. The exposition of the traditional

fugue is based on the subject and answer in a strict harmonic

relationship of the tonic and dominant keys. The subjects of

twentieth-century fugues are not as predictable harmonically.

This often results in imitation at intervals determined by

vertical convenience at the points of entry.5

The difference in compositional style of Bach and Hindemith

necessitates the redefining of some traditional terms. The

p. 8.

lbi., p. 12.

0p. 13.
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term "key" in Hindemith's style means a tonal axis around which

the fugue or subject centers, but does not refer to the quality

(i.e., major or minor) built upon that keynote. The term

modulation" in Hindemith's style simply means a change from

one tonal axis to another, usually melodically and not neces-

sarily harmonically.

In an attempt to unity all twentieth-century developments

other than that of serial technique, Hindemith promoted a theory

which advocates the free use of the twelve tones of the chro-

matic scale oriented to a tonal center. It was Hindemith's

theory that "the different tonalities through which a piece

moves themselves form a succession of roots which shows the

construction of the piece as a whole; and the tonal center of

this secondary root-succession is thus the tonic of the whole

piece."6  Hindemith demonstrates this theory in his musical

compositions. According to Hans Tisohler in his "Remarks on

Hindemith's Contrapuntal Technique, Hindemith employed coun-

terpoint "as respecting consonance as the fundamental element

controlling or guiding the progressions, but used certain

techniques which give his polyphony the contemporary flavor

of what may be called dissonant counterpoint."? In spite of

this, Hindemith's fugues have a contrapuntal style typical of

Bach, and as the foremost exponent of neo-olassio fugue,

Hindemith stands close to the Baroque ideal.

Humphrey Searle, Twentieth enturl counterpoint (New York,
1954), p. 60.

7Hans Tisehler, "Remarks on Hindemith's Contrapuntal
Technique," ssals in . coloy, edited by Hans Tischler
(Bloomington, Indiana, p.96s7I 175.

I
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The fugues of Hindemith are models of neo-Baroque
clarity. They have a meticulous insistence on separation
and independence of lines. The continuity of the parts
suggests an archaic purity, as if each were considered a
voice in the traditional manner. The fugues for piano in
the d Tonaliso . . adhere rigidly throughout to the
didactic oS0 a .demonstrating fugal composition in
three voics00.

The , T for piano is an excellent illustration

of Hindemith's contrapuntal technique. In his use of non-

harmonic tones in the Iduis s, their treatment is very

free, yet their functions are never in doubt.9  "Application

of the Hindemith theory of harmonic tension would demonstrate

that the principle of the non-harmonic tone remains valid even

under conditions of great harmonic complexity.,' 0  Conceiving

the suspension, passing tone, or other non-harmonic tones as

manifestation of the principle of harmonic tension-relaxation,

a perfect transfer to the new style of composition from the

traditional style of composition could be effected. As Is

illustrated in the d Tonals, the way in which Hindemith

achieves his cadences differs from traditional writing.

Hindemith's cadences are not based on harmonic progressions

but on melodic ones.12 Aother feature of Hindemith's style

of writing which is demonstrated in the Tonalis Is his

use of polytonality. Hindemith sometimes uses two different

8Graves, pp.. ., P. 11,
9Tisohler, * 2 *, p. 177.

'0Graves, .. gij., p. 35.

12 Tischler, p. gji., p. 181
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chords simultaneously, or he may use the same chord with both

major and minor quality simultaneously. There are some extended

passages of polytonality in the d Tonalis where a whole

fugue subject may be written in one key against the other fugue

subject in a double fugue in another key. 13

The , Tonals, whose title means "Play of TonesA.4

is a contemporary parallel to Bach's oll,-Tempered Clavier.

It was composed in 1942 and consists of a series of twelve

fugues linked together by eleven interludes. These interludes

serve as modulations from one fugue to the other through varia-

tions in mood and style 15 Thework is framed by a prelude and

a postlude, which are mirror inversions of each other. In

terms of the overall plan as well as in many of its details,

Hindemith constructed the duToalis on the tonal scheme of

his Series One (Chapter I, Figure 1). "Hindemith's Series One,

first expressed in 1937 in The raft of Museal Composition,

evolves from theory to definite application with the publication

in 1943 of the _hU Tonalis." 6  As was mentioned in Chapter I,

Hindemith's Series One is derived from the overtone series. This

series is strictly adhered to in the overall plan of the _

Tonalis (Fuga Prima in C, Fuga Seeunda in G, Puga Tertia in F, ete.).

p. 182.

1 4 Kbi Laretei, "Hindemith's isTonals Play with
Animation," Journal, XXIX (Deeembert1971'), p. 68.

1 5 jane Carlson, "Hindemith's Ludus Tonalis, A Personal
experience, uaterl LXV T,1968 p. 18.

6 Robert. 0. Cody, "A Study of the Fugal Writing of Paul
Hindemith," unpublished master's thesis, Department of Music,
North Texas State University, Denton, Texas, 1952, p. 64.
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In addition to the tonal structure of the Tonalis,

the symmetry that it displays is also an outstanding feature of

this composition. aThere are marked thematic correspondences

between the central fugues and interludes, which become more

tenuous as one works outwards; and there are analogous strue-

tural relationships."1,7  This is illustrated in Figure 52.

Praeludium Postludium
Fugue 1 (Triple fugue) Fugue 12 (Binary form)

Fugue 2 (tretto fugue) Fugue 11 (Canon)
Fugue 3 (Repeat by retrograde) Fugue 10 (Repeat by inversion)

Fugue 4 (Double fugue) Fugue 9 (Combination by inver-
sion, retrograde, etc.)

Fugue 5 (a a form) Fugue 8 (a a b form)
Fugue 6 (Arch form) Fugue 7 (Arch form)

Fig. 52--Hindemith, u , Tonalis" 8

The Ludus Tonalis is one of the pinnacles in the
literatur t, 0T.th-entury piano music, comparable
in craftsmanship, design and inspiration to The Well-
Teapered Clavier of J. . Bach. One need onliFcd Io as an
examip the Fuga Nona in B flat, in whieh the first seo-
tion is based on the subject, the second sotion on the
subjoet inverted, the third sectI on on the subject zetro-
graded, the fourth section on the retrograded subject 4
inverted, and the fifth section on the subject .augmented. 1 9

Just as there is a great variety in the fugues of e, gll-

Tempered vior, Hindemith also uses much variety in the fugues

of the Ludus Tonalis. Besides the triple fugue (Fuga Prima in

C) and the double fugue (Fuga Quarta in A), Fuga quinta in Z

is a gigue and Fuga Undeeima in B is a canon. There are many

?Ian Kemp, "Hindemith," Oxford Studies of Composers
(London, 1970), p. 49.

1 8 Ibid.
19Harold Schramm, "Record Review of Paul Hindemith's

Ludus Tonalis, Jane Carlson, pianist," Piano Qart , LXK
TWETh0e~1969-70), pp. 28-29.
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different contrapuntal devices used in the fugues of the Ludus

Tonalis, including inversion, retrograde, cancrizans, stretto,

and others. All of the fugues in the .Ludus Tonals have three

voices, and all have a real answer. Robert Cody states in "A

8tudy of the Fugal Writing of Paul Hindemith" that "regular

countersubjects are not used in the Ludus Tonalis " 0  However,

a recurring countersubject does occur in two of the .fugues in

the TLucu l . These are; Fuga Decima in D. flat, and Fuga

Undecima in B.

The f first fugue in the }uci Wonalis is Fuga Prima in C.

As was stated before, all of the answers in the fugues of the

Sonalis are real. In traditional practices the answer in

this case would have been tonal because the subject modulates,

or changes from one tonal axis .to another by the end of the

subject. Another difference concerning the answer in this

fugue from the way it would have been treated traditionally

is that the answer to the subject in this fugue has a tonal

axis of the subdominant note instead of the dominant. The

ordet of entry of the three voices in the exposition Figure

53 is alto, soprano, bass. Tkme first tonal center (when the

subject is stated in the alto voice) is C, the tonal center

of the second statement (in the soprano voice) is F, and the

last statement (in the bass voice) .has a tonal center of C

again. There is no recurring countersubject in this fugue.

There is an interlude which is used as a means of modulation

20Codyt PR* cit.p. 58.
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before the third entry in the beginning tonality. The exposi-

tion of this f ugue is ten measures in length, ending on the

first beat of measure eleven on a C chord. On the first beat

of measure eight, Hindemith seemingly follows traditional

practices, using a harmony of G instead of C to avoid a .

chord. The melodic range of the sub 3ect of this fugue is a

minor seventh and the subject is three measures in length.

Lento (u - C)

Fuga

prima. P

Fig. 53'--indemith, L uslo , uga Prima n 0
measures 1-11.

In Fuga Seoanda in G, the subjeot of the fugue does not

modulate or change its tonal axis and the answer is real, whioh

follows traditional practices. The order of entries in the

exposition (Figure 54) is bass, alto, soprano. There is no

recurring eountersubject. The first statement of the subject

(in the bass voice) is in G, with the answer (in the alto) in

C. Then there is an interlude in measures six and seven. After
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the subject is stated in the soprano voice (with a tonal center

of D), there is a brief one-measure transition leading up to a

redudant entry in. the bass voice. Having a redundant entry

here follows traditional practices. However, there is no

recurring countersubject with which to make invertible counter-

point. The tonal center of the redundant entry in the bass is

C. Following this there is another redundant entry. This

redundant entry is in the soprano voice with a tonal center of

G. The tonal centers in the exposition of this fugue go from

G up a fourth, up a second, down a second, down a fourth (G, C,

D, C, G), or from tonic to dominant with the subdominant inter-

polated between. In the subject, the first three notes in

measure two (G, C, D outline the five tonal centers used in

the exposition in the order that they are used, with the reverse

order following the first three statements. After the second

redundant entry, a cadence on the tonio is delayed for half a

measure, and the exposition ends on the first beat of measure

eighteen. Just as In the first fugue of the d Tonalis, the

melodic range of the fugue subject is a minor seventh. The

subject is short and is found in stretto form throughout the

fugue.

AI~o(ca 200)

Fuga ~ ~

secunda
Vu
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Fig. 54--Hindemithq , Tonalis, 1Piga $Seunda in G
measures 1-48

In Puga Tertia n F, the lengthy, andante subject which

is six measures long, does not change its tonal center, and in

keeping with traditional practices, has a real answer. The

order of entry of the three voloes in the exposition (Figure

55) is soprano, bass, alto. There is no recurring oounter-

subject. In the second entry of the theme (in the bass voice),

the last note is altered, rhythmically and melodically. Many

enharmonio spellings are used in the answer which would not

have been done in traditional practices. Another difference

in the treatment of the answer in this fugue and traditional

practices Is the fact that the answer has a tonal center of

the submediant, D (with F sharp as its mediant), instead of

the dominant of C. The third entry is again in the beginning

tonality of F. The exposition of this fugue ends on the first
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beat of measure nineteen, oadenoing on the tonio. The melodic

range o this fugue sub ect is, like the first two fugues in

the . Tonalis, a minor seventh. There is no interlude in

the exposition of this fugue. The devices of stretto and in-

version are used in this fugue. Also, the contrapuntal device

of cancrizans is used in this fugue. mploying a connecting

link of only three notes, the composer uses retrograde form

from the middle of the fugue at measure thirty. The repetition

is exaot in notes. Only the last twelve measures differ from

their original counterparts, with extra parts added to fill out

the ending.

Andanute ( a,)

Fuga
zerria. I
nF

11

Fig. 55--indemith, Tonals, Fuga Tertia in ,
measures 1-19.
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Fuga Quarta in A is a three-vole fugue which, in keeping

with traditional practices, the subject does not change its

tonal center and it is followed by a real answer. Differing

from Fugues 19 2, and 3, which obviously began in the desig-

nated key, Fuga Quarta in A begins on the. mediant of A, causing

the fugue subject to seemingly appear to be in C Instead of A.

The tonality of A is determined by the end of the subject, the

last note of which is A. Differing from traditional practices,

the answer has a tonal center of the mediant instead of the

dominant. The order of entries in the exposition (Figure 56)

is alto, soprano, bass. There is no recurring countersubject.

There is an interlude -at measures five and six between the

second and third entries. The exposition ends on the first

beat of measure nine with a cadence on the tonic. The subject

in this exposition is two measures long and has a melodic range

of an octave. The use of inversion is one of the main features

of this fugue. There are three large sections in this fugue.

The exposition of the first section has just been discussed.

There is a second exposition with a new subject at the be-

ginning of the middle section at measure twenty-eight. Then

in the last section of the fugue, both of these subjects are

used together.

Con energy N 104

Puga

9A
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Fig. 56*.Hindemth, FUsTonalii uga QIuarta In A
measures 1-9.

In Fuga Quinta in s the order of entries in the expo-

sition (Figure 57) is alto, soprano, bass. This fugue has no

recurring countersubject. In the second entry (in the soprano

voie'), the last two notes of the theme are altered. This

statement of the answer has a tonal center of the subdominant

instead, of the dominant. There Ia an interlude at measure

fifteen between the second and third entries. The entrance

of the subject in the bans voice is treated traditionally.

6This entry is again in the beginning tonality, and a chord

is avoided here by changing the harmony. The exposition of

this fugue ends on the first beat of measure twenty-three

with a cadence on the tonio. In terms of measures, the fifth

fugue has the longest subject, encompassing seven and a half

measures, and the widest range, that of a minor tenth. Fuga

Quinta in S is a gigue. The use of rhythmic and melodic

sequence is an outstanding feature of this fugue. Beginning

in measure eight, for three measures Hindemith uses a typical

Baroque harmonic sequence by upward fourths of D to G, to C,

to P, and then to B flat. At measure sixteen, again for three

measures a typical Baroque sequence of the root movements (E to

A, to D, to G, to C, to F, to B flat, and to S flat?) is used.
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- V I I.7 7 I ...

*I I

Pig. 57-Hindemith uds Tonalis, Fuga Quinta IrkS
measures .1-23.

In Fuga Sexta in 8 flat, the order of entries in the

exposition (fIure 58) is alto soprano bass There is no

recurring oountersbjeot in this fugue. As is the ease several

times In this collection of fugues, the answer has a tonal

Center of the subdominant instead of the dominant. Enharmonic

spellings are used frequently in the statement of the answer

and the restatement of the subject. There Is an interlude in

measure eight whicLh is used as a means of modulation. Differ-

ing from traditional practices, when the bass voice makes its

entrance with the subject, the chord is not avoided. The

melodic range of the subject of this fugue is a major sixth.
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The subject employs the use of a thirty-second triplet group,

evolving into melodic minor intervals in eighth notes. The

beginning of the subject seems to have a "closing in* effect.

This is significant. because of the geometrical approach which

Hindemith took when constructing the LusTona 'While the

subject of Fuga Sexta in E flat, the first of the two middle

fugues, has a losingg in* effect, the next fugue, Puga Septima

in A flat, the second of the two middle fugues in the Ludus

Tonals, has an "opening up" effect in the beginning of its

subject The exposition of Fuga Sexta in flat is twelve

measures n length.

Tranquillo (I. t~ o)

sext ap
in Eb

Fig. 58-wHindemith, T l aTFuga exta in
E flat, measures i-12.

In Fuga Septima in A flat, the subject changes tonality

which, in traditional practices, would be followed by a tonal

answer. However, a real answer is used instead. In this fugue

the answer is in the dominant tonality, following traditional
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fugal writing. The order of entry for the three voices in the

exposition (Figure 59) is sopano, bass, alto. Also in keeping

with traditional practices, the statements of the theme in, the

exposition are in tonic, dominant, tonio tonality. There is no

recurring countersubject in this fugue. There Is a short inter-

lude in measure nine between the second and third entries. The

exposition of this fugue ends on the first beat of measure four-

teen with a cadence on the dominant. The subject of this fugue

is derived from a march-type theme. The subject is a lengthy

one, with a melodic and dynamic rise in the middle. The melodic

range of the subject is a minor tenth, as in the fifth fugue.

As was mentioned in the discussion of the previous fugue, the

beginning of the subject of Fuga Septima in A flat has an.

"opening ap0 effect, which is significant in Hindemith'a

geometrical approach to the T

31oderato -( 9s2)

nAI
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Fig. 59--1Hindeaih Tonalis, Puga Sept za in
A flat, measures 1-P4.

In Fuga Octava in D the subject does not modulate and It

has a real answer, which follows traditional practices. The

order of entries in the exposition figuree 60) is alto, soprano,

bass. The answer in this fugue is in the key of the dominant

which is like traditional fugal writing. The third beat of

measure three, where the bass voice makes its entrance, is

treated traditionally. The harmony there is A instead of D to
6avoid the use of a chord on the strong beat. This fugae has

no recurring countersubject. There is also no interlude in the

exposition. The exposition of Fuga Octava in D is only four

measures long. The exposition ends deceptively with the

soprano voice beginning a sequence on the last note of the

subject in the bass voice. In traditional fugal writing, a

sequence figure such as this was also often begun at the end

of.the exposition. The subject of this fugue Is short, but

after the initial statement, a rhythmic plan of development

begins to appear. Each entry after the first is delayed by
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one beat so that by the fifth entry (not in the exposition)

the subject is back to Ats original fore Th Antervalof a

fifth is very prominent in the fugue.

Fig.6_-_Hidemth udasTona s Fuga'otava In

measures -

Fuga Nona, n 1at-,adheres to traditional praotioes In

that the subject *hieh does -not: modulate Is followed by a real

answer. Also the answer Is. Inthv key of . the dominant, whi.rke

f 0l-1ows traditional writing. The order of-entries In the expo"

sition (Figure .61) is Alto,,, rano, bas . Thereis a short

.nterlude In measures six and-seven before the third entry.

The exposition ends, on the first beatof measure twelve,

oadenoing on the..tonid. The sub jeot of this fugue has a

me lodi~o. range of a mInor tenth. The-eharaeteristle thirty-a

second note-f igurations In the oubjeet play an Important part

In the fugue. This fugua has almost eve ry known fugal devioe s

Inversion, retrograde, s4tretto, augmentation, eto. The losing

section of the fugue is almost an exat repetition of the first

part of the fugue, .biat. nludes many additional embellishments,
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boeao cerzn(o se

nona
in

Fig. 61--Hindemit L T ?uga Nona n
B flat, measures 1-12

The exposition (?igre 62) of Fga Decima in D flat is

treated very traditionally. The subset in D flat does not

change tonality and A followed by a real answer in A flat,

which is the dominant tonality. This is followed by a short

itterlude modulating back to * fat tonality, Then the subject

is stated by the third voice again in D flat. The order of

entries is alto, soprano, bass. This is the first fugue in

the Lud sToali-s that has a recurring countersubject. This

countersubject is found in measures three and four in the alto

voiee and then again i measures six and seven in the soprano

Voice. The exposition is seven measures in length, ending on

the first beat of measure eight with a cadence on the tonic.

The melodic range of the' subject in this fugue is an octave.

The device of inversion and canorizans is used in this fugue.
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The second half of this fugue is an inversion of the first half.

Not only is the main theme inverted but the whole fugue, too,

so that the second half of thefugue is the mirror or inverted

Image of the first. As this is the third fugue from the end,

it parallels the third fugue from the beginning which was also

Mirrored in its second half.

Ale ro moderato rnaoS

'ig. 62--Hindemith, d nall ?Fuga Decima in
D flat, measures 1-8.

In puga Undecima in B, the order of entries is alto,

soprano, bass. Fuga Utndecima in B is divided into two equal

halves, the division taking place at the end of measure twelve.

There is a countersubject which recurs regularly during the

f irst half of Fuga Undecima in B. This recurring counter-

subject appears for the first time in measures three, four, and

five in the alto voice. Puga Undecima in B is an accompanied

two-voice canon rather than a fugue. It is very similar in
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is a short fugue, or more correctly, canon, of only twenty-

three measures. Since this is actually a canon instead ofa

fugue, there is not what we would call an exposition. The

original subject is stated only twice in the first section

(Figure 63), and the bass line seems to be merely an aOom-

paniment unrelated to the canonic entries of the subject. The

alto voice states the subject first, and then the soprano makes

a strict statement of the subject, ending deceptively on the

second beat of measure five. The bass voice does not make a

direct statement of the subject. The tonal centers of the

first two statements of the subject are B (in the alto voice),

and F sharp (in the soprano voice), which follows traditional

practices (the answer being in the dominant tonality). The

fugue, or canon, has no interlude in the first section; the

answer beginsA immediately after the first statement of the

subject is completed. The melodic range of the subject is an

octave. Fuga Undecima in B continues as a two-voice accompanied

canon throughout. The second half of Fuga Undecima in B intro-

duces a second subject.

Lento U* 4 ___

undkcisna AV*S'pr 
_ _

Cn -

Fig. 63- UHindemith, jonal s Fuga Undecima in B
measures 1-5.
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In Fuaa Duodecima in'? sharp, the order of Ontries in the

exposition (Figure 64) is alto, soprano bass. The answer in

this fugue is in the dominant tonality, which adheres to tra-

ditional practices. There is no interlude in the exposition

of this fugue. In the soprano voice, the answer begins before

the subject is completed in the alto voice, forming a stretto

in the exposition. Differing from traditional practices is
6the use of a chord at the beginning of measure five when the

bass voice makes its entry with the subject. The subject of

this fugue encompasses a range of a minor ninth. The exposition

of this last fugue is seven measures in length.

Molto tranquillo 1. 40)

Fuga
duodecimna P dolc-e~

in F1 _____

Fig. 64--Hindemith, d Tonalle, Fuga Duodeciua in
F sharp, measures 1-7.

In conclusion, there are some important features oflstyle

derived from the study of the expositions of the fugues in the

jun s. All of the fugues are three-voloe fugues. All
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of the fugues in the Ludus Tonalis have a real answer. The

order of entry Alto, Soprano, Bass is used nine times (in

fugues 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12); the order Soprano, Bass,

Alto is used twice (in fugues 3 and 7); and the order Bass,

Alto, Soprano is used once (in fugue 2). Therefore, one can

see that there is a preference for the order of entry of Alto,

Soprano, Bass, just as in traditional practices. Concerning

the degrees of the scale upon which each entry is made, there

are five fugues using 1-5-1. degrees of the scale (7, 8, 9, 10,

12); three fugues using 1-4-1 (1, 5, 6); one fugue using

1-4-5-4-1 (2); one fugue using 1-6-1 (3); one fugue using

1-3-1 (4); and one fugue using 1-5 (11). Therefore, there is

an almost equal preference for 1-5-1 degrees of the scale as

the entries are made in the exposition, and for the scale

degrees 1-4-1. Table Ik shows the tonal center relationships

which each fugue employs.

TABLE IX

TONAL CENTERS FOR THE STATEMENTS O? THE SUBJECT
IN THE FUGAL EXPOSITIONS OF LUDUS TONALIS

Scale Degrees Fugue Number

1-5-1 . . .. . .. ... . .0 . 0.0.0, 7 P 8 9 , , 0, 2

1-4-5-4-61 .9 .a-. .. ..;.. .. 0 . 0. . 2

1-6-1 ...................... 3

1-3-1 ...................... 4
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The use of a recurring countersubject in the fugues of

the Ludus Tonalis is rare* Of the twelve fugues, there is

only one (No. 10) which has a recurring countersubject, in

addition to Fugue 11 in canon. In Hindemith's style, there

is an obvious preference for a free countersubject rather than

a recurring countersubject.

Table X shows the length of the exposition, length of

the subject, and range of the subject in the fugues of the

Ludus; Tonalis.
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TABLE X

LENGTH OF THE EXPOSITION, XENGTH OF THE SUBJECT,
AND RANGE OF THE SUBJECT IN THE FUGUES

OF LDUS. TONALIS

Fugue Number of Measures Number of Measures Range of
Number in the 'Exposition in the Subject Subject

2 10 3 Minor
seventh

2 17 3 Minor
seventh

3 18 6 Minor
seventh

4 8 2 Octave

5 22 7 1/2 Minor
tenth

612 4 .Major
sixth

7 13 4 1/2 Minor
tenth

8 4 1 Major
ninth

9 11 3 Minor
tenth

10 7 2 Octave

11 4 1/2 2 1/2 Octave

12 7 3 Minor
ninth

Median 10 1/2 3

Mean 10 1/2 3 1/2 ---

Table X shows that there is a great variety in the length

of expositions in Ludus Tonalis, with seemingly no preference

for any certain length. Concerning the length of the fugue
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subjects, there is a preference for a subject of about three

measures. our of the subjects are three measures in length.

Three of the fugue subjects have a melodic range of a minor

seventh, three have a range of an octave, and three have a

range of a minor tenth. It may be noted that in The Wll

Tempered lavier there was also a preference for a subject

with a melodic range of a minor seventh and an octave.

Table XI shows the beginning and ending note of the fugue

subjects in the Ludus TZnalis.

TABLE XI

BEGINNING AND ENDING NOTE OF THE FUGUE SUBJECT$
IN LUDUS TONALIS

Beginning and Ending
Note of the Fugue

Subjects
Fugue Number

.First Note Tonic 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
of Subject

iMediant 4

Dominant 1, 6, 12

Leading Tone 5

Ast Note Toni 3, 4 5 6, 10, 11, 12
f Subject

Supertonic 1

Mediant 9

Subdominant 8

Dominant 2, 7

Table XI shows a strong preference for the tonic note as

the beginning and ending note of the fugue subje ct.
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Hindemith uses an interlude in the exposition in eight of

the fugues, and four of the fugues do not have an interlude in

the exposition. Table XII shows which fugues have at least one

interlude -in the exposition and which fugues do not.

TABLE XII

INT&ILUDES IN THE EXPOSITIONS OF THE FUGUES
IN LUU$ TONALIS

Interlude Fugue Number

Expositions with an Interlude . . . . 1, 2 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10

Expositions with no Interlude . . . . .. . . . . . 3, 8, 11, 12

In ten of the fugues in the Ludus Tonalis, the subject

does not change tonality. All of these ten fugues have an

answer that is real, following traditional practices. Two of

the fugues (Fuga Prima in C and Fuga Septima in A flat) in

this collection have a subject that does change tonality. Both

of these are followed by a real answer, which differs from tra-

ditional practices. In five of the fugues the treatment of the

chord when the bass voice enters with the subject must be

considered. Of these five fugal expositions, three (Fuga Prima

in C, Fuga Quinta in E, and Fuga Octava in D) are treated tra-

ditionally in this respect and -two (Fuga Sexta in E flat and

Fuga Duodecima inF sharp) are not. Nine of the fugal exposi-

tions end with a cadence on the tonic, one exposition cadences

on the dominant, and the other two have a deceptive ending.

Table XIII shows which fugues cadence on the tonio, dominant,

or have a deceptive ending.
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TABLE XIII,

CADENCE AT THE END OF THE EXPOSITIONS
IN T E ?UG UES OF, jDUQS;TONALIS.

Cadence

Expositions that Cadence
on the Tonic-

Expositions that Cadence
on the Dominant

Expositions that End
Deceptively

. . . ." . . . .

. . . . . . . 9 " S

. . . . 0 . 9 0 .

Fugue Number

1 2, 3, 4, 5,
I 9, 10, 12

7

.8, 11

Table XIII shows that there is a strong preference for a

cadence on the tonic at the end of an exposition in the fugues

of the Ludus Tonalis.
-mlow



CHARTER V

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be reached regarding a

comparison of the fugal writing of Bach and Hindemith in the

expositions of the fugues in .T-he ge-11.Tempered Clavler and

gLudusT.jnalis as discussed in Chapters III and IV.

As was mentioned in Chpter III, of the forty-eight

fugues in The W -lTempered Clavier, there is one two-voloe

fugue, twenty-six three-voice. fugues, nineteen f our-voice

fugues, and two five-voice fugues. In the ,Ludus Tonalis,

all twelve fugues are three-voice fugues. Therefore, it may

be observed that Bach and Hindemith both have a preference

for the three-voie fugue as demonstrated in The Well-Terpered

Glavier and d ius Tbnalis

A comparison of the order of entries in the expositions

of the three-voie fugues in T. he Well-Tempered Clavier and

Lu usTonalis is shown ir Table XIV.

148
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TABLE XIV

ORDER OF TRIES IN THE THREE-VOICZ FUGUES OF
TH W -TEME3ED CLAVIER AND LU USTONA IS

Order of Number of Fugues
Entries

The jell-Tempered Clavier d Tonalis

Soprano, Alto, 12 0
Bass

Alto, Soprano, 10 9
Bass

Bass, Alto, 2
Soprano

Bass, Soprano, 2 0
Alto

Soprano, Basss, 0 2
Alto

Table XIV shows that there is one order of entry (Soprano,

Bass, Alto) that appears in the j. u Tonalls but not in the

three-voice fugues of The Well-Tempered Clavier. In the three-

voice fugues in both collections there is a preference for the

order of entry Alto, Soprano, Bass, and in The Well-Tempered

Clavier, there is also a preference for the order Soprano,

Alto, Bass in the, three-voice fugues.

Taking into consideration all of the fugues in The. Welj-

Tempered Clavier, there are fourteen fugue expositions that

begin in the soprano voice, eighteen that begin in the alt;oo

seven that begin in the tenor, and nine that begin in the bass.

In Ludus Tonalis there are two fugue expositions that begin in

the soprano voie, nine that begin in the alto, and one that
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begins in the bass. Therefore, there is an obvious preference

in both collections of fugues for the exposition to begin with

the alto voice making the first statement of the subject. In.

the I Tonalis there is a definite preference for the order

of entry Alto, Soprano, Bass. In the three-voice fugues in

The -Tempered Clavier, there is also a preference for the

order of entry Alto, Soprano, Bass as well as the order Soprano,

Alto, Bass.

The regular order of statements of the theme in the expo-

sition in traditional practices is alternating subject, answer,

subject, etc. In The Wrell-Tepered Clavier, all but three of

the fugal expositions (I-1, 1-12, 1-14) state the theme of the

fugue in the regular alternating order. This also holds true

in the Ludus. Tnallso All but one fugue exposition (Fuga

Seounda in G) in the Ludus Tonis use the traditional order

of subject, answer, subject. The regular key relationships of

the statements of the subject and answer during the exposition

in traditional practices are alternating tonic, dominant, tonic,

etc. Forty-one of the fugues in The. Wl_-Tpeed 9j Clavier have

the regular alternating tonic, dominant, tonic, etc. key rela-

tionships during the exposition (including the redundant entry,

if any). Four of the fugues (1-6, 1-13, 11-3, 11-18) follow

the alternating tonio, dominant, tonic order during the first

statements of the theme in all the voices, but not in the

redundant entry of the subject or answer. Three of the fugues

(I-1, 1-12, -14) in The Well-Tepered Clavier have tonio and

dominant key relationships, but do not follow the regular
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alternating order during the exposition. The tonic, dominant

relationship is a definite characteristic of the expositions

in Bach's fugal writing. In the Ludus Tonalis, Hindemith does

not confine himself to the traditional alternation of tonic,

dominant relationships exclusively. The expansion of tonality

in the twentieth century has made possible new points of entry

in addition to the traditional tonio, dominant relationships.

In the Ludus Tonalis there are five fugues (7, 8, 9, 10, 12)

using 1-5-1. degrees of the scale for the entries in the expo-

sition, three fugues (1, 5, 6) using 1-4-1 degrees of the scale,

one fugue (2) using 1-4-5-4-1, one fugue (3) using 1-6-1, one

fugue (4) using 1-3-1, and one fugue (11) using 1-5 degrees ot

the scale. There are six fugue expositions with tonio, dominant

relationships; therefore, in Hindemith's fugues in the Ludus

Tonalis there is still a preference, even with the twentieth-.

century concept of expanded tonality, for a fugal exposition

with tonic, dominant relationships, and, secondly, for tonio,

subdominant relationships. As is demonstrated in the fugues

of the Ludus Tonalis, *Ct)he predominant use of the second

statement of the subject on the dominant and subdominant degrees

of the scale and the return of the final statement to the tonal

axis of the first is a clear indication of Hindemith's desire

to establish a definite tonality in the exposition."1

In traditional fugal writing, If the first statement of

the subject in the exposition is made by an inside voice (alto

1Robert 0. Cody, *A Study of the Fugal Writing of Paul
Hindemith," unpublished master's thesis, Department of Music,
North Texas State University, Denton, Texas, 1952, p. 57.
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or tenor), there is usually no redundant entry. If the first

statement of the subject is made by an outside voice (soprano

or bass), a redundant entry usually occurs. In the forty-
eight fugues of The. Well-Temred Clavier, there are thirty-one
expositions that do not have a redundant entry. There are

seventeen expositions in which a redundant entry does occur.
These are: I-4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 19, 21; 11-3, 11,- 16, 18,

19, 21, 23, 24. Of these seventeen expositions with a redundant
entry, twelve of these fugues begin with an outside voice, and

five begin with an inside voice. There is only one .fugue expo-

s ition in the ILudus. Tonalis which has a redundant entry (Fuga

Seounda in G, which begins with the bass voice). Of the twelve

fugues in the ud~usTonalls, nine begin with an inside voice

(alto), and only three begin with an outside voice (soprano or
bass). Therefore, the conclusion can be made that in the fugal
writing of both Bach (in The. ell-m ered Clavier) and Hindemith

(in udus. Tonalis-), when the first statement of the subject is
made by an inside voice, there will usually be no redundant

entry.

Table XV shows a comparison of the beginning and ending

notes of the fugue subjects in The WellwTemred Clavier and

Ludus T-onalis.
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TABLE XV

BEGINNING AND ENDING NOTES OF THE FUGUE SUBJECTS
IN THE .WE-TEMPERED 9jjIER AND LUD ALIS

Beginning and. Ending NUmber of Fugues
Note of the Fugue

The Well- Ludus
Tm'pere=M avier Tnali s

First Note Tionic 29 7
of Subject

Supertonic 1 0

Mediant 0 1

Dominant 17 3

Leading Tone 1 1

Last NOte Tonic 18 7
of Subject

Supertonic 0 1

Nediant 22 1

Subdominant 0 1

Dominant 7 2

Leading Tone 1 0

Table XV shows that in T TeWel-Mp d Clavier there is

a preference for beginning the subject on the tonic note, and

secondly, the dominant. There is an almost equal preference

for ending the subject on the mediant or the tonic note in The

tell-TOApered Glavier. Table XV shows that in the Ludus. Znalls

there is a strong preference for the tonio note as the beginning

and ending note of the fugue subject. Therefore, as demonstrated

in these two collections of fugues, Bach and Hindemith are fairly

well in agreement on the degrees of the scale on which the fugue
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subject; should begin and end. Even though there has been a

great expansion of tonality in the twentieth century and a

breaking away from traditional key relationships, the tonality

of the fugue subject in Hindemith's _ udus Tonalis is clearly

established by (1) the use of the intervals of the fifth and

fourth in the subject, (2) placing the tonic at or near the

beginning of the subject, (3) concluding the subject with the

tonio note, (4) repetition of the tonio note and frequent use

of the dominant note, and (5) placing the tonic and dominant

notes on the strong beats of the measure.

Table XVI shows a comparison of the number of fugue sub-

jects that modulate or change tonality and those that remain in

the same tonality in The ,e-T.empered Clavier and Ludus TiDonalis.

TABLE XVI

NUMBER OF FUGUE SUBJECTS THAT MODULATE AND THOSE THAT DO NOT
IN THE WEL-TEPERD CLAYIER AND IU TONALIS

Modulation of Number of Fugues
Fugue Subject

The e-Tempered Clavier Lud Tsnalis

Number of' Subjeets 5 2
that Modulate

Number of Subjects 43 10
that do not

Modulate

Table XVI shows that there is a very strong preference in

both collections of fugues for a fugue subject that does not

modulate,.
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Table XVU1 shows a comparison of the melodic ranges of

the subjects in the fugues of The Well-Tempered Cla er and

Ludus Tonalis.

TABLE XVI

MELODIC RANGE OF THE FUGUE SUBJECTS
IN THE W(ELL-TEXPERED CLAVIER

AND LUDUS Q, AI8

Number of Fugues
Range

The,__ell-Tempered Claver LuD Tnalis

Minor third 10

Diminished fourth 1 0

Perfect fourth 1 0

Perfect fifth 3 0

Minor sixth40

Major sixth 6 1

Diminished seventh 2 0

Minor seventh 7 3

Octave 6

Minor ninth 8 1

Major ninth 5 1

Minor tenth 2

Major tenth 1 0

Perfect eleventh 1 0

Table XVII shows that in The l l-emeredClavier there

is first of all a preference for a melodic range of a minor

seventh or minor ninth in the fugue subject, and, second, for
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a range of a major sixth or an octave. In the Ludus Tonalis there

is a preference for a melodic range of- a minor seventh, octave,

or minor tenth in the subject of the fugue. In bothThe Well-

Tampered Clavier and Ludus Tonalis there is a preference for a

subject with a melodic range of a minor seventh and an octave.

Table XVIII shows a comparison of the length of fugue sub-

jeets in The ell-Tempered Clavier and Ludus Tonalis.

TABLE XVIII

LENGTH OF THE PUGUE SUBJECTS
IN THE WELL-TEMPERED CLiLVIER

AND LUUWT LNAtIS

Number of Number of Fugues
Measures

he WeCi-Tempered Clavier Ludus Tonalis

1/2 1 0

1 4 1

1 1/2 4 0

2 14 2

2 1/2 3 1

3 9 4

4 6

4 1/2 2 1

5 3 0

6 2 1

7 1/2 0 1

Median 2 1/2 3
Mean 2 1/2 3 1/2
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Table XVIII shows that in', The Well-Tempered Clavier there

is a preference for a fugue subject of two measures in length,

while in the Ludus Tonalis there is a preference for a fugue

subject of three measures in length.

Table XIX shows a comparison of types of answers (real

and tonal) that are used in the expositions of the fugues in

The Well-emered lavier and _ Tonalis.

TABLE XIX

REAL AND TONAL ANSWERS IN THE WELL-TEMPERED CIAVIER
AND LDUS"rONALS

Type of Number of Fugues
Answer

The Well-Tempered Clavier Ludus Tonalis

Real 20 12
Answer

Tonal 28 0
Answer

Table XIX shows that there is an almost equal number of

real and tonal answers in The .Well-Tempered Clavier, but that

in the Ludus Tonalis there is a definite preference for a real

answer rather than tonal.

Table XX shows a comparison of the use of recurring counter-

subjects in The Well-Thmpered Clavier and. the udus. Tonals*.
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TABLE XX

RECURRING COUNTERSUBJECTS IN THE FUGUE EXPOSITIONS
OF THE WELL-TEMPERED CLAVIER AND LUDUS TQNALIS

Number of Fugues
Countersubject

The Well-Tempered Olavier Ludus Tbnalis

Recurring 29 2*
Countersub ject

No Recurring 19 t
COuntersubjeot

*One of these is a canon.

Table XX shows that, as demonstrated in The Well-Tempered

Clavier and Ludus Tonalis, Bach has a definite preference for

a recurring countersubject in the exposition, while Hindemith

has a definite preference for no recurring countersubject in

the exposition of the fugue. While a recurring countersubject

is characteristic of Bach's fugal writing, free countersubjects

are characteristic of Hindemith's fugal writing. Of the twenty-

nine fugues in The Well-Tibmpred Clavier with a recurring

countersubject in the exposition, seventeen display invertible

counterpoint during the exposition, while twelve do not, since

in these twelve no redundant entry is found. The other nineteen

fugues have no recurring countersubject in the exposition, and

therefore display no invertible counterpoint during the exposi-

tion. None of the fugues in the Ludus onalls display invertible

counterpoint in the exposition, the reasons being that (1) most

of the fugues in the Ludus Tonalis do not have a recurring

countersubject, and (2) only one redundant entry is found in
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the fugue expositions of the Ludus TOnalis, and this fugue

exposition has no recurring countersubject.

Table XX. shows a comparison of the use of interludes

in the expositions of the fugues in The ll-Tempered Clavier

and the Ludus Tonalis.

TABLE XXI

INTERLUDES IN THS EXPOSITIONS OF THE FUGUES
IN THE WELL-TZPMERED CLAVIER

AN=DLDUS TOAI

Number of Fugues
Interlude

The Well-Ttmpered Clavier Ludus.Tnals

Interlude
in the 32 8

Exposition

No Interlude
in the 16 4

Exposition

It is interesting to note in Table XXI that there is the

same ratio of fugue expositions with an interlude and fugue

expositions without an interlude in Bach's 9y-Tgmvered'Clavier

and Hindemith's Ludus Tonalis. There are a few instances in

The Well!-Tempered Clavier when Bach used an interlude just

because he felt it to be desirable, but most of the time Bach

had a definite purpose in placing an interlude in an exposition,

such as one used in a minor key to return to the tonic tonality,

or an interlude that is used to lead up to a redundant entry.

Differing with Bach in this respect, Hindemith, in the fugues of

the Ludus Tonalis, places an interlude in the exposition because

he feels it to be desirable, with seemingly no other purpose.
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Table XXII shows a comparison of the length of the expo-

sitions in the fugues of The Well-Tempered Clavier and Ludus

Tonalis.

TABLE XXII

LENGTH OF THE FUGUE EXPOSITONS
IN THE WELL-TEMPERED CIAVIER

AND LUDUS TONALIS

Number of Number of Fugues
Measures

The Well-Tempered Clavier Ludus Tonalis

40 1

4 1/2 0 1

5 10

6 4 0

7 9 2
8 41

9 2 0

10 3 1

11 11

12 4

13 2 1

14 2 0
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TABLE XXII--Continued

NUmber of Number of Fugues
Measures

The -Tampered Clavier LusZ

16 3o

17 2 1

18 1 1

19 2 0

21 3 0

22 1 1

24 2 0

25 10

29 1 0

31 1 0

Median 11 1/2 10 1/2

Mean 13 10 1/2



Table XXII .shows that Hindemith prefers shorter expositions

than does Bach. In the Ludus Tonalis the longest exposition is

twenty-two measures, while in The, We,-TemperedC lavier the

longest exposition is thirty-one measures. In The Well-Tempered

Clavier there is a preference for an exposition of seven measures

in length. Table XXII shows that there is a great variety in

the length of expositions in the Ludus Tonalis, with seemingly

no preference for an exposition of any specific length.

Table XXIII shows a comparison of the cadences used at

the end of the expositions in the fugues of Th e ll-PmpRered

Clavier and the Ludus Tonalis.

TABLE XXIII

CADENCES AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE EXPOSITIONS
OF THE FUGUES IN THE WELL-TEWPERHD CLAVIER

AND tUUS TONALIS

Number of Fugue Expositions
Cadence

The Wel1-Tempered Clavier Ludus Tonalis

Cadence 29 9
on Tonic

Cadence
on the 19 2
Dominant

Deceptive 0 2
Cadence

Table XXIII shows that there is a preference in both The

iel-Tempered gayier iand the L Tnis for a cadence on

the tonic at the end of the fugue exposition. The preference
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for a tonic cadence at the end of the fugue exposition is even

stronger in the Ludu Tonalis than in The Well-Tempered Clavier.

One important difference between The Well-Tompuered Clavier

and the Ludus Tnalis that has not been mentioned thus far is

the fact that the Ludus Tnalis was meant to be performed as a

whole and The. ell-Tempered avier was not. "There is such

strong coherency among the movements that the LudusTonalis

should be thought of and played as one entire piece."2

It could be said, by way of making a f inal comparison,

that the tonal structure is the most important feature of both

The all-Tmpered Glavier and the Ludus Tonalis. Bach's Vell-

Thmpered Olavier was constructed for the purpose of demonstrating

the possibilities of the then new system of equal temperament.

2indemith's Ludus Tanalis was constructed for the purpose of

demonstrating his new theory of tonal organization, as set forth

only a few years before in The Craft of Musical .Composition.

Comparing the fugal writing of these two composers, their

techniques and procedures are very much alike except in Hindemith's

expanded concept of tonality. Although Bach's set of fugues has

set a standard for this type of writing, HIndemith has shown

that this old form is still capable of being used with origi-

nality when adapted to twentieth-century practices.

2 Anna Lee Fink, "Paul Hindemith's Ludus. Tnals," unpub-
lished master's thesis, Department of Music, Southern Methodist
University, Dallas, Texas, p. 3.
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